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"Big 4" Shapes Europe

immck

PRISON WARDEN

s Destiny

A

IS ARRESTED

I

ON

MURDER CHARGE

Cause of Suicide

f

Santa Fe, Dec. 20. After Imv-under fire of tin; public
press and with his removal desired by the board of penitentiary;
five
for some
commissioners
months, l'lacklo Jaratuillo, wnr- - ENGLAND CASTS
aft-i
tlii-j
den of tho penitentiary,
DISSENTING
Willi
ernoon filed his
1

'Mm'

ders of Gov, Parker

NATIONAL "GUARDSMEN
SEEKING DYNAMITERS

i
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LINDENFELD NOT
TO BE ADMITTED
OFFICIALS

SAI

Man Suspected of Being Implicated in Wall Street
Bomb Explosion Is to Be
Excluded From U. S.
Wolfe'
2fi.
Dec.
Washington,
Lindenfeld, brought to this country
from Poland recently by a department of justice agent in connection with the Wall Street bomb
explosion In September 1920, will
bo excluded from entering under
a ruling affirmed today by the
The burbureau of immigration.
eau upheld the action of the immiTslan.1,
Kills
at
authorities
gration
where Lindenfeld now Is held.
Details of the findings in the
ease of the authorities at Kills Island, however, were not made public here. Lindenfeld has been held
at the Island since Thanksgiving
day when ho attempted voluntarily
to enter this country from Europe.

LIXDKM'FLI) IS IIFIVG

HELD AT ELLIS ISLAND

New Tork. Dec. 2C. William J.
Burns, head of the bureau of investigation of the department of
Wolfe
justice, today questioned
Lindenfeld, who was brought to
In
federal
the
this country recently
investigation of tho Wall Street
bomb explosionLindenfeld Is held at Kills Island,
where Immigration officials have
refused to admit him to the country.
Tho trend of Chief Burns' questions was not revealed, but he was
said to have indicated to immigration authorities that valuable Information regarding the explosion
might result from the examination.
-

Belen, K. M, Dec. 26. Wayne
White, aged about 55, shot and
killed himself here this afternoon.
and
He was horn near Chicago,
as a trainearly in lifo he worked
and
Vtnh
man In Nebraska and
was a member of tlie OrderMa-o
Railway Conductors and the
sons. Later he went to Old Mexico, where he was engaged in the
mercantile business for about Hi
about four
rear. He came hero
ot his
years ago for tlie benefit
health. Tho funeral will heof held
tho
today under the auspices
local Masonic lodge.
So far as is known here, there
are no living relatives.
111--
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J. McGRAW NOT TO
RETIRE AS ACTIVE
MANAGEROF GIANTS

'FIRE' WAITER AFTER
A BOTTLE OF WHISKY
DROPS FROM POCKET
drive
Washington, Dec. 2fi. The
to keep bootleggers out of tho cap- govital building severed from tho
nment payroll louay a. ito
''
uy en;im..J
lor i:
:Aavo dropped a flask ot Christmas
iw
whisky on - the tioor oi mo
restaurantchairof
Kansas,
Senator Curtis
man of tho senate rules committlie cup-Uordered
tee who recently
police to arrest all bootleggersof
found In the building regardless
what influence they might invoke,
deprived the waiter of his Job after
an Investigation ot tho flask episode.
1
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WEATHER
loiux.wr
Dec. lit!. New

If

IN

STRIKE

ON

WESTERN ROADS

3.
New1 York, Vec. 26. John
Meliraw, manager of the world
deGiants,
champion New York
clared today there was no truth in
was
considering
he
reports that
the presidency of the
accepting Exhibition
company the
National
Giant
corporationand retiring
from active management ot the
1UHe
A.
admitted that Charlesasked
had
president,
Stoiieham,
be
him reccntaly whether lie would
the presidency
willing to accept
the
not
taken
but ho Raid ho had
and that he did
question seriouslyStoncham
had put
not believe Mr.
it seriously.

1

TELEGRAPH

Mexico
Denver.
Wednesday, fair, cooler southeast
Tliurhday, fair, warmer
portion:
east portion.
'Arizona
lair;
Wednesday.
Thursday, generally fair, warmer
north portion.

Is Made of a
Walkout Unless the U. S.
Labor Board Acts Favorably on Rehearing Plea

Prediction

St. Louis, Dec. 26 (by tho Associated Press). Prediction of a telegrapher's strike on some western
railroads unless the Railroad Labor
board acts favorably by next January on a petition for a rehearing
on the decision of the board which
recently reduced tho wages of a
operators about $1,500,000
year, was made here tonight hy
Edward J. Manion, president of the
Order of Railroad Telegraphers.
Manion said ho had appealed to
President Harding to Intercede In
behalf of the telegraphers on the
ground that the labor board had
been repudiated and that the president himself had suggested its
abolition.
"Undoubtedly there will he
strike votes taken on some roads,"
declared Manion. He asserted that
any of the telegraphers' grievance
committees of the eleven roads affected by the wage cut, who ask
for permission to walk out, "will
get authority to strike from me." '
Tho roads affected by the wage
reduction are the Chicago and
Northwestern; Chicago, Burlington
and Qulncy; Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul; Chicago, Rock Island
Ot. Paul,
and Pacific;
Chicago,
Great
Minneapolis and Omaha;
Illinois
Central; MinneNorthern;
St.
Louis:
and
Minneapolis,
apolis
St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie; Northern Pacific and tho Southern
Pacific.
Manion added that tho pay cut
was announced by the labor board
but in
us adjusting Inequalities,
reality was a reduction for all operators on tho cloven roads when
wages In other lines of employment
were being advanced.
11,-0-

SEARCH
FOR CLARA PHILLIPS

WILL RENEW

LOCAL KEPOKT
Conditions for tho twenty-fou- r
at 8 p. m. yesterday,
ended
hours
recorded by the university;
Los Angeles, Dec. 26. Search
.4S
Highest temperature
32 for Clara Phillips, "hammer murJJowett
10 deress," who escaped from the Los
Range
40 Angeles county Jail Decenfher 5
Mean
57 will be renewed In San Francisco
Humidity at 6 a. m.
24 tomorrow, It was announced at the
6
p. m.
Humidity ut
A deputy
.0 sheriff's office tonight.
Preeipltulion
.12 sheriff left for San Francisco toWind velocity
.Southwell. night, hut It was not said what
Direction of wind
Clou
clue, K any, was being worked on.
Character of day .
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charge in tho Bastrop jail,

diardsnii'ii lleconnoltor

While tho arrest was being made
a detachment of national guard
was recconnoltering along Lake La
Fourche, near Mer Rogue, for evidence to lead to the arrest of dynamiters responsible for the blasting-ii- t
a ferry landing last week when
the- bodies of two men, believed to
iiunp neen lonuieu unu imii uei eu
by masked and robed men, were
blown from the bottom of the lake.
The company also to act as a
bodyguard for the sheriff, who was
to make arrests in the event his
suspicions justified them.
During th,. day Adjutant General
Toombs, suddenly called back from
Washington by the governor, arrived in Morehouse to direct the
operations of tho three companies
of state troops encamped here and
at Mer Rogue.
It was persistently reported during the day that all preparations
had been made to call. out two additional statu eompanies if conditions warranted.
Soldiers Guard .lull
Soldiers a i on guard duty at the
jail here and encamped in the
heart of Mer Rogue, where the situation is such that tho irovernor
dues not want to leave the towns
people to themselves in the fear
there will he bloodshed because of
the friction among them following
the August event. Many of the
populace are armed.
Tho military also was at tlie disposal of the civil authorities to take
in custody many members of tlie
hoodef
mob whoso Identity Is
known to the stale, according to
department of justice men.

Attornev general

Coco

yesterday

announced that at least six or seven
more arrests would be made before
the open
hearing in connection
with thp case which has been set
for January 5 here.
HIiiEfnjers Arp Known
It is reported tho number of arrests will bo increased in the event
the identities of the dynamiters ni.
established.
Federal agents declare they have the "nine of the
and
his arrest is immiringleader
nent.
Citizens were gathering on the
street corners tonight discussing
the arrests. The arrest of the man
who had been their mayor until he
resigned last August came as a
Dr. McKoin
complete
surprise.
was born and grew to manhood at
Monron and later moved to Mer
Rauge. where he was a practicing
physician.
Fiml Into Ills Auto
On August 2 he reported assassins fired two loads of shot into
his automobne as hp was answering a sick tall. He later received
persistent warnlnr to leave the
This event
community and
led to the tragedy of the twenty-fourtin the theory of the state.
T. J. Burnett, arrested last Saturday, is denied visitors except under military, surveillance.
he grew sullen and restless. Today
His
battery of attorneys spent several
hours with him.
Jt was recalled here
tha
four murders have beentonight
charged to
hooded men since last May
alon.7
th Arkansas-Louisian- a
border.
M'KOIV WriiKP VP TO
AWAIT 1TKTHEH ACTION
he-di-

h,

KAHN'S PLAN TO

HELMIGK NAMES

CANCEL PART OP

CARLSBAD

DEBT JkTTAGKED

The soluWashington,
debt
tion of America's
foreign
problem proposed by Otto U. Kahn,
the New York banker, failed generally to strike a responsive chord
today in official circles In Washington.
Members pf tho American oeht
cf
funding commission took note
Mr. Kahit's fVopesal that the Cult-- ,
ed States differentiate between tlie
seven and a half billion dollars
loaned to Kuropean countries before the armistice and two and a
half billion dollars loaned after
hostilities ceased and arrange difbur
fering methods of
pointed out t.iat the act uf congress
percreating the commission would
mit no such differentiation even if
considered advisable.
Members of congress generally
expressed decided opposition to the
New York bankers' suggestion that
at least a portion of tlie debt be
cancelled, several leaders in both
the senate and house declaring
that tho American people were achi
no mmiil to anorovo any such
tion.
Tho views of Mr. Kahn as presented in a letter to Seai.tor .Sinoot
of T'lah, a member ot tho debt
funding commission, drew particular fire from representative Frear
of Wisconsin, a republican member of the house way and
who addressed a letter
to Senutor Kmcot asserting that
rhould
apprise
commission
"the
foreign governments at an early
position ocday of the anomalous and
that he
cupied bv Mr. Kahn commission,
does not speak for the
for the congress or for tho American people."
Senator tfmoot had not received
Mr, Kahn's letter today and said
that he would not comment It upon
an.i
it until he had received
studied the propositions set forth
comin It. Other members of. the
to
mission, however, were, quickcould
commission
declare that the
do nothing toward differentiation
In tho debt as suggested by the
Dec. 26.

.

the? pointeu
The commission,
out, was permitted to do only three
allow postdebts
the
with
things
of payment ot principal
ponement
.....
to
J
ihmi
"
"j vcaiv.
IUI
livfc
fix the rato of interest at not cent
per
four ...and , a nuurter
...
ninlillL' Of till'
prhiclpaJ
tho
with
Interest along
for not longer tnnu a yem.

im,.
.,..,-1,.-

--

Baltimore, Dec. 2. Dr. B. M. SECRET PRACTICE IS
McKoin, former mayor of Mer
HELD BY PENN STATE
Rougo, La., who was arrested here
today in connection with the MoreCalif". Dec. 86. The
house Parish kidnaping
Pasadena,
and the
here
finding of two mutilated bodies in Perm State football playrrs, with
Lake La Fourche, was locked tip for a game New Year's Day CaliSouthern
tonight to await further action by the Universityheldof their tirst secret
Louisiana authorities.
fornia, today
McKoin was arrested at the praotico Binco their arrival lat
Johns Hopkins Brady Institute, Sunday.
tlie Itosc
They worked out inYears
where he is taking a
concourse, at the request of Governor Bowl, where the New both in the
test will be staged,
Parker of Louisiana.
afternoon Jh
Dr. McKoin denied knowledge or morning and the
nnnni'imt v
tho killing of the two men. "All
head coach.
P.ezdek,
I know." he declared, "Is that both tory to Hugo
men who were killed were on the and his assistants.California Trojans
Tho Southern
bad side the side of bootleggers,
over from Los Angeles togunmen and men who associated moved after a final workout on
night
with negro women."
tomorrow
their homo grounds, andRose
Bowl
will divide use. of th
with the Lions.
A NOTED BASEBALL
PLAYER OF 50 YEARS
B0TTS TAKES OATH AS
AGED
81
AGO,. DIES,
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE
te

:.

Clarence St.
Dec.
Santa
Botts of Albuquerque thl aftcr-n.took tho oath of office and
ot
quulifled as an associate Justice
the supreme court. He was apC.
Mechem
M.
pointed by Gov.
was born in Camden, N. J.
some time ago to fill the vacancy
Flsler Joined tho Athletics In caused bv tho
resignation of Chief
1805 us an amateur and when the Justice Herbert F. Uaynolds.
to
in
game began
grow
popularity,
he accepted a salary of $1,500 a
NEIHtASKA II A X K FAILS
year. Ha was ft member of the
Lincoln, Nebr., Dec. 26. AnAthletics in 1874 when that club nouncement of the failure of the
and Boston made the t st trip to Berwvn Htate Uank in Custer
Europe of American hall players. countv. was made today by J. E
In his baseball days, Flsler wore Hart. Nebraska state secretary of
Kxhaustcd
v.hlte cuffs and a coliar and nock-ti- trade and commerce.
Hc was known as the "dandy resources nnd bad accounts were
reasons.
of the diamond."
given as the

Philadelphia. Dec. .26. Weston
Hsler, a noted baseball
player of a half century ago and
first baseman of tho original Athletics, died in a hospital yesterday.
Ha was about 81 years old and
D. (Wcs)

e.

al

County Lawyer
Milton J.
Attorney General-elec- t
Helmick yesterday announced the
appointment of John W. Armstrong of Carlshnd as bis assistant.
No other assistant will bo named.
Mr. Helmick stated. Mr. Armstrong ia fl years of ago and has
cltfUcen. He U
i, wife rnd nov-ra graduate of tho University of
Missouri. Mr. Armstrong has given
some years of his life to tlie newspaper business, having been editor
of the Columbia Statesman, the
oldeut newspaper in Missouri, tlie
Hickory County Democrat, alto a
Mirsourl paper. Ho taught school
in Missouri for several years and
held various positions under the
He has held
Missouri legislature.
the iiof.it ion of superintendent of
public instruction In Kddy county,
probate Judge, and mayor of Carlsbad.

ARMENIA CAUSES
HEATED

!,

M

AT

LAUSANNE MEET!
Turks Send Strongly Worded Protest to Conference;
Refuse to Attend a Commission Meeting
i

.

(by the
Lausanne, Dec.
ciated Press). Armenia was tlie
storm center of tho Near East conference today. The Turks refused
to attend a meeting of tho
which had arranged to
hear the plea of tho Armenians for
of a national
.tho establishment
homo in Turkey. anJ both ifmet
Pasha and Lina Nur Bey sent
strongly worded communication to
tlie conference protesting agavnsi
the decision to allow the Armenians to stale their case.
They declared that if the Armenians, who had no official standing
and represented no independent
by tlie
government, were heard
conference, there was no reason
or
the Irish
whv the Egyptians
should not bo allowed to present
their demands.
Tho
irregular Lgyptian
has been waiting in
delegation
Lausanne for more than a month
for permission to be heard by the
cqnference and volco a demand for
tfio independence
of Kgypt and
complete withdrawal of tho British army.
Meeting Postponed
In consequence of the Turkish
protest, the official meeting ot the
was postponed,
and the representatives of tho inOreat
Britain,
powers,
viting
France and Italy, sitting alono listened to tho Armenian spokesman,,
who suggested that u. home be established in the northeast vilayets
of Turkey, ivhich should include
historic Mount Ararat or a section
in Clcllla.
It was Impossible, he declured,
for tho proposed Armenian homo
to amalgamate with the Armenian
republic ot L'rvan, which has been
taken over by the Moscow Soviets.
The Armenians would willingly accept the same relationship with
Turkey as the domintons with England. In conclusion ho asked for
from military service
exemption
for the Armenians and ursed main
tenance of the orthodox patriarch
In Constantinople.
The entente delegates took the
Armenian- - petition under advisement, as they did also petitions
from the Bulgarians and the an
cient people known as tb Assyro- Chaldeans.
Noradiinghlan Pasha, once Turkish foreign minister, presented
tho Armenian pku
26

Asso-

if

!

LONE
BALLOT

--

That

Fears

Action

Have a Disastrous
on

tl is

May
Affect

Precarious State

of Teuton Finance
Paris. Dee. 2fl. France gained
an important victory in the allied,
toreparations commission meeting
day when the commission by a vote
of three to one declared
in voluntary default in her wood
deliveries for l'J22.
France, Belgium and Italy vote,t
declaration while,
in favor of th
(Jreut Britain cast its ballot against
(let-man-

lu

The decision of the commission
was immediately communicated to
for their
til o allied governments
action, it may have a vital effect
If
on tho
problem
reparations
France can retain the support of!
Italy and Beiplum when the reparations tiuestion is disbursed at the
of the premiers.
January J meeting cast
Tlie lono vote
against tho
(lecision by Great Britain as In acBritish
with
cordance
policy which
'has been opposed to declaring Ger.

CLUB WOMEN PROTEST
AGAINST
ARBUCKLE'S
RETURN TO FILM W0RKin':n

ee. "I. A 7'rotest
New Tork,
against Ihe reappearance of hos-eo- e
(Fattji Avbuckle In motion
pictures, w:im telegraphed todav to
Will H. Hays by Mrs. Woodallen
Chapman, chairman of the committee on motion pictures of the
General KWI"rntion of Women's
clubs." wilh a membership
of
una.
Remarkable Improvement Is J, 10(1,
"This
the mesShown in the Condition sage said, "stands ready to assist
liim-S'to
individual
rehabilitate
uny
of Mme. Bernhardt; Disbut not at the; expense of the
The youth
Ideals of the nation.
cusses Return to Stage
of our land must be protected from
a revival of interest in the degradParis, Dec. 25 (by the Associated ing details of bis trial and from
of Immoral
Press). The household if Sarah continued discussion
Bernhardt was jubilant tonight living ussoeiated therewith."
over the remarkable improvement
shown in the condition ot the fam- TO TAKE PICTURE OF
ous actress. The deep gloom which
hud settled down upon the family
EVERY DRUNKEN MAN
and faithful followers of the star
BROUGHT TO STATION
aUaost
by
dispelled
waK.
entirely
the continued optimism ot the docPes Mollies. Iowa. Dei-- . "1.
tors, who have permitted Madame
Bernhardt- to sit up in her room John H. Hammond, chief of police,
announced today that every drunktwice during the last 21 hours.
en man who is brought into police
.Madame Bernhardt had Christmas dinner last nUht with the headquarters, will have his picture
a
few taken.
members of her family and
When the offender has become
intimate friends. She ate a small
cheertalked
sober again he will be presented
nnd
of
turkey
piece
her return with a plcturo of himself so that
fully and hopefully of was
he may know how ho looked when
She
beginto the footlights.
to the Jail. Hammond hopes
ning to believe, she said, that tdie taken
would be spared to net ten years this "picture cure" will be a poto several tent weapon against drunkenness.
more. She confided
Eighty-eigh- t
mm spent Christfriends that she expected to assume
her rede in the new Guilry Play mas eve In the city pail.
that was about to be .iroduced
IDAHO AITOKMA VM S
when she was stricken, within three
Boise, Idaho, Dec. 110. Warren
weeks.
A.
Li
nil soy, attorney for tlie I'nited
smiled
The physicians
Madame Bernhardt indulged in States land office, died at his home
Monday afternoon after nn
this three weeks talk, merely say- here
They frankly Illness of six months. Mr. Lindsey
ing,
"Perhaps."
been a resident of Boise since
stated, on the other hand, that the had
1 890.
He served during tho oijl
Divine Sarah's condition was very
war
with a. regiment from Ohio.
of
hard
weak, her long years
work on the boards having told
upon her, and that it was quite
possible It would be many mooum
ARRIVING
before she was able to appear in
public. There are not lacking, in
deed, those who think liornnarat
may never act again.
Servants Overjoyed
The few old and faithful servants who haw followed Madame
Bernhardt around the world
fortune and adversity,
OCEAN
through
topresented a touching picfre the
night. They were overjoyed at
prospect of their mistress" return
to health.
Fourteen .Vessels, Battered
"Just think, Madama Sarah sat
no again tonight," snld the old but
SCarreU by HeaVy
ler. "I will make a bet that Mad
In
on
the stage
Weather, Plow Into Quar
anie will be back
a month and such an ovation as
antine at New York
she will receive."
Scores of prominent people conNew York. Deo. 2G. Battered
tinued to call at ths Bernhardt
14
homo today to express their hap- and scarred by heavy it.weather,
to quaranships plowed slowly
piness over her Improved condition
until
late
and there was unrestrained re- tine from early morning
afternoon today, the skippers of
joicing among the actors and
reporting a viciousof lash- g
cf Taris. many of whom them allbattle
with a series
went to her residence with flowers
ing hurricanes which seemed to
and filled her room with roses.
to the bottom.
Atlat.tic
shake
the
Many cable messages arrived
The center of the storms which
from American friends and admir- have
tlie waves for the
been
ers, Including actor.-- and actresses last three ruling
weeks, appeared to be
Madame
on the American stage1.UU0
miles off the Kuropean
Bernhardt was especially pleased about
coast. Skippers, ot tho liners said
with the Amorican cablegrams.
they crashed Into them at this
through
point and fought steadily ."U0
RESIGNATION OF THE
mile.
terrific gales until within
States.
of
the I'nited
DISTRIBUTOR
FUEL
All of tlie ships which came into
HARDING TODAY quarantine today were freighters.
TO
Some of them had parts of the
E. bridges gone. Small boats on their
Washington, Deo. 26.- - Conrad todecks were criifhed and torn. In
Spcns prepared his resignation for one or two instances hatches were
day as federal fuel distributor
I
of them re.
transmission tomorrow to President pounded in. ancrewsall had been in
ported their
Harding, to become effective Jan- oilskins
almost steadily fur from
uary 1.
five to 4 days.
Along with it will go a brief reKven with I I ships reporting in.
port on the work cf tho emergency
havo as many
office which was established Sep- quarantine did not Five
ships. Inexpected.
tember 21!, last, after tho conclu- as were 1.0.
Sjiivoti:. were overdue.
sion of the cpal strike. Mr. Spcns cluding
would bo In
will return to his former post as Savoio reported she owners
heard
but the
vice president of the Chicago, Thursday"from
the Lord Byron, the
Kuilroud nothing
Purllngtou and Qulncy
York
the
Castle,
Eastern City and
with heudquarters at Chicago.
at their
It Is considered probable that all of which were, cxpecled
Mull-ru- e
be
will
office
docks
fuel
attribution
today. The Pre: n lent
tho
alwill arrive tomorrow.
closed soon after January I,
bo
told
Cable and wireless
though an organization, will over
on the Kuropean
of the ravages
held together to caro for left
dotails. Under the law creating it, side, l'almouth. Knglaml. reported
President Harding may terminate three ships had put in there wilh
and anothei
broken machinery
its activities at any timo by
a proclamation declaring went to St. Vincent, Cape Verdo Isnn emereencv. under which it has lands, her engines also damaged.
functioned.
The Belgian steauiship Londlcr.
going to Norfolk. Va-- bad to stop
Haliin Queenstown for repairs.
in.IX TO 1113 BtlULlJ TODAY
New York, Dec. "fi. John M. fax reported tlwit tho Nurwegian
Ftlin. who claimed to b the last freighter Lorentz W. Hansen, which
survivor of tho Custer massacre. sailed from Swansea. Wales, Dewill bo buried tomorrow in Cypres cember 14. with a load of coal.
Kill cemetery. He died In u Brook- had been forced to put back to
and yitb her
lyn hospital last Sunday at tho age. Liverpool, leaking
of 6:'.
bridge
cpl an ay.

SARAH'S

feet, on thp already precarious
of German finance.

I

DAVIS AND GEDDES TO
MAKE INSPECTION OF
IMMIGRATION STATION

iSHIPS

REPORT STORMS

SWEEPING
and

never-endin-

!

1

statu

Franco is considered to have
scored an important point by reason of the fact that tho decision ot
was arrived ar.
the commission
on a majority vote.
France had
been alone for a long time in tho
contention that Germany could bo
placed in voluntary default by a,
simple majority vote. Italy's support of Franco in tho balloting
came as a surprise and as an Indication that Premier Mussolini irt
swinging over to the French aida
in the reparations controversy.
Germany has carried out more
than C') per cent of its schedule of
wood delivery for this year. When
the German experts were beforo
the commission several weeks ago
Uiey announced that Germany had
been unable to deliver more than
she had and that tho deliveries for
11)23 must be greatly reduced.
There was much comment tonight over the fact ttmt Orit
had declined to vote In favor
of declaring Germany in default,
in view of tho approaclilns meeting of the premiers.
Although the deliveries of wood
in themselves are of less Importance than other matters connected
with reparations, the French point
out that today's decision is of real
vahin to France's position on reparations, sinco it reverses the order
of things and place Great Britain
In an isolated position on the issue.
Some of the French observers affected tonight to see in the vote an
Indication that Prance, Jtaly and
may present a united
Belgium
front before Great Britain in tho
of
question
reparations at the coming meeting here ot th premiers.

HOME DISPELLED

Selects a
Former Newspaper Man
of Missouri and Eddy

Attorney-Gener-

e,

banker.

IN

GLOOi! IN

DUE

ASSISTANT

AS

Draws Fire from Representative Kahn; banker's Proposal Generally Strikes
No Responsive Chord

0

resignation
The resign a
and'
nation has been accepted
Patrick .1. Dugan. deputy warden
for the last six years, lias been
appointed acting warden.
A new warden is likely to he
one uf the first appointments
made by tho incoming governor,;
James F. iiinkle. He has d"-- j
dared repeatedly that ho would
appoint a successor to .laramillo'
without any delay.
difficulties
.larumillo's
began
wilh the food strike of the prisoners on July ID, when ho ordered
two guards to open fire, which
resulted In the killing of Martin
llaldonado and tho wounding of
five oilier prisoners.
After two
tho board recomInvestigations,
mended .laramlllo's immediate removal, because, it vuis declared,
he was "temperamentally unfitted" to hold tho place.
Governor Mechem ignored tlie
recommendation of the board and
retained t ho warden.
Gov. M. C. Mechem.

taken into custody at Baltimore.
Md., on instructions of Governor
him with
Parker, who, charged
'
murder.
' The
former mayor was taking a Left to right, lite allied premiers, 51. Poincarc, Fiance; Ponar Law, EnE'and; Signer Mussolini, Italy, and M.
Theunys, Belgium.
post
graduate course at Johns
Hopkins university. Ho Is expected!
Kurope lius a new "Big Four" France, Lonar Law of ' Knglaud. I cuss the
reparations question
to reach hero within a few days to! in whose hands lies tlie destiny of M u.wolini of Italy and Theunys and tho interallied debts, but ad-iin journed
met
without
taking definite
Pelgium,
recently
join a former deputy sheriff whoj TSurope and perhr pa the world.
now is being held on a similar The four premiers, Poincare of Downing street, London, to dis- - action.

E

Commission, by a Vote of
3 to 1, Declares Germany
in Voluntary
Default hi
Her Wood Deliveries

the Penitentiary

ten-year-o- ld

.

0

Mechem Accepts
Resignation and Names1
Dugan as Acting Head of

of Mer Rouge,
La,, Is Taken Into Custody at Baltimore on Or-

ftl

ALLIED MEETING

Governor

ial

"Why did he do it, after all the fun we had yester- Others May Be Taken Into
day?" is the question that little Azalie La Rue asked
Custody in Connection
between sobs, after her father, Thomas La Rue, had
With the Kidnaping Last
hia
throat
killed himself yesterday afternoon, by cutting
from ear to car with a razor.
August
In a little room in the house of Mrs. Minnie Dinsdale,
Dec. 20. Tho secat 415 West Lead avenue, having all the outward signs Bastrop. La..
in connection with the
ond
arret!
La
with
Rue
her
of a happy Christmas, sat Mrs.
Morehouse kidnaping of last Audaughter, contrasting the events of Tuesday with gust occurred late today when Dr.
those of Monday. It was a sad aftermath of a happy P. M. McKcin, until a few months
Christmas holiday.
ago mayor of Mer Rouge, was

Thomas La Hue, a structuri1S
steel worker in the employ o V.
K Ware of Kl Paso, returned home
yesterday afternoon, shortly after
3 o'clock,
vent quietly into thy
house where, It is said, ho found a
razor and walked to tho rear end
of tho yard and cut his throat,
He died
nearly severing his head.
Nothing was known of
instantly. act
Dinsdale
t)e man'swhetheruntilMr. Mrs.
I.a lute was
quired
at home. When Mrs. La Kuo ex
pressed some anxiety over his ab
sence, Mrs. Dinsdale, said that she
thought sho had seen a man whom
she Hupposed to be 1a Hue walk
around and cuter tlie bouse ami
leave it. When she wtta IntiTmeu
that It was not Ia Kuo and sus
pecting that it might have been a
stranger, she made a search which
resulted in the finding of the man k
body. Dr. Lovelace was Immed
ariately summoned ana upon nisdead.
rival pronounced the man
also
respondJudge George Roddy an examina
ed to a call and after
tion ordered the body removed to
an undertakers.
The cause of La Hue s Filicide is
said by his widow to have been due
to a nervous breakdown, as tho
nc
result of worry over tho worn F'e
was doing on the new Santa
boiler shops. He had been under
past
the care of a physician for the
few days and was to have visited
4:30
at
yesterday afDr. Lovelace
ternoon.
LaRue was 43 years om anu
Vtaves a widow and daughter. The
fnmllv's home Is in LI Paso, inn
h. "lived hero during Mr. La
fauc's employment on the new Santa
Fo structure. La Kue's suicido is
the second to have occurred In Afollbuquerque within 24 hours,
lowing closa upon that of. William
R. Whitney, president of the Credof this
ent Hardware company
city.
HELEN MAN EXOS LTTN
LY SIIOOTINU HIMSELF

BEG VICTORY

RESIGNED POSH

J

Was a Structural Steel Worker Employed on
the New Santa Fe Boiler Shop; Nervous
Breakdown, as the Result cf VVorry Over
His Work, Is Believed to Have Been the

FRAi

.0 HIS

MM.MMill.

rivu ci:n is,

i

SecreDec. 21!.
Washington,
tary Davis, of the labor department, left late today for New
York, and Sir Auckland Geddes.
the British ambassador, will go
there tomorrow night to Join him
In a personal inspection
of the
Ellis Island immigration station.
Tho ambassador was invited last
week to accompany tho secretary
on his investigation
because of
criticism of conditions at Ellis Island recently voiced In the Eritish

parliament.
Mr. Davis previously had an
nounced that stepa wero being
taken to determine what improve- inents could bo made for the han
dling and accommodation of immigrants, especially with reference
to their segregation by races.
LANDLORD IS JAILED
FOR FAILURE TO KEEP
HS APARTMENT WARM

New York, Dec. I'll. Charged
with failure to warm th homes ot
his - tenant families, Jacob
owner of four Kast Sida
senapartment houses, today was
tenced to the Tombs for liO days
ho
was
$C0l)
to
unable
when
pay a
fine imposed by Magistrate Georges
W. Simpson.
The magistrate refused to entertain the landlord's plea that he hud
been unable to buy coal.
7-

Health

Solot-orof-

department

f,

inspectors

testified that only seven tons ot
coal had been used for healing the
homes of the - families this win- Ipl'-

PRISON SENTENCES
FOR FOUR MEN WHO
ATTACKED SHOPMEN
llagerstown, .Md., Deo.
years in the penitentiary for
l.uther" Brill and Baymond Point
roy and five years tor Hurry Dit-n- i
and William t'raker were Uo.
sentences imposed here b'llay by
Judge Prank O. Waganmn in tho
circuit coiH't upon the lour men
for their part in Ihe attack ol
Walter Thompson of Baltimore and
--

Dewev
Bait of Winchester, V.I.,
Western Maryland Hallway emwero tarred, feathend
who
ployes,
and robbed by a bund of mask'-'- J
men In July 118 last.

HOLIDAY l.lQLOKS KIM. 2
Boston. Dec. ;ii. Moie than fifty persons were in hospltuls hero
today suffering from alcohol poisoning as a result of drinking li- -'
quors contained during Hie holidays. Two deaths due lo this causo
occurred, hiiglueeu of tint patients
were listed aa in a critical coiuiit
tlun.

rape
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STATESMEN OF CIIINESE REPUBLIC IN U. S.

REEQ'SCHARGES
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Lett, Tung Ivans, chief justice of China, and Chow Tsuchl, former

premier.

.$00,3117, 30!)

Total

1021

Maintenance of
Kquipment
Maintenance of Way
Total

..

Chief Justice Tung Rang; of the Chinese Republic and Cnow Tiuchl,
a former premier, who have been on a government mission to Europe,
have arrived at New York. They vrill call on President Harding in
5 3 9.73 2,G f. f
l.i;25, 1
Washington before retuniing to the Orient
1

$t;0,'J57,S01

posis, such as additions and betterments, new equipments and new
lines, totaled $198,103,499. Thife PLAN OF
is 64,232,9S8 more than the increase in surplus. In other words
this sum In addition to tho enearned
tire
during
BY
surplus
this period, has been spent in enlarging and improving tho Suntu
Ke transportation plant in order to
ha able to handle the traffic of its
G
surterritory satisfactorily. a This
book figplus is, of course, only
ure and is not represented
by
cash.
During this entire period
our stockholders have not received Mondell Says It Would Be
one cent additional by reason of
this surplus ns all the money has
Presumptuous for Congone back into the property for
gress to Invite European
the general benefit, and $64,000,-00- 0
odd in addition.
Nations to a Conference
It has been the fixed policy of
this company to strive earnestly to
Hoc. SC.
Washington,
build up its plant to serve tha comMondell of Wyoming, remunity. Them is a strong foeling
deon the part of some stockholders publican leader in the house, that
in a Ktutem'it tonight
that this has been done at their ex- clared
to tha naval
pense, that they have not had a the Horah amendment
bill, providing for
fair share of tho earnings of the appropriations
an international economic, and dis
Actually much more armament
company.
"has no
confercnea,
ought to have been done for the
on trR naval bill.
property, hut could not because of place
"As it ifi clearlv subject to a
No one knows
lack of money.
point of crter." he added, "one
better than Judge Heed how our would
naturally assume that the
out. for additional
territory cried facilities
this fail point of order would be made and
transportation
and yet, although we did more than sustained."
"It would be extraordinarily prewe have ever done before in our
he added, "for the conhistory, wo fell short of being able sumptuous,"
States to invite
to respond to this cry. All thut we gress of the ITnlred
the nations of Europe 'to consult
have done and all that wo try to do with
to
in
us
their economic
regard
is under the burden and handicap
Just nt this time. The
of jut?t such efforts as his to ham- situation
conforemost economic
per and shackle those who are en- fronting Europe urP problems
those of debts
to
furnish
transportation and reparations,
deavoring
As regards the
facilities.
debts Kurope owes us, the congres
has spoken quite emphatically in
providing for a debt
legislation
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
Is it to Vie assumed
commission.
ARE SENT BY GIRL WHO that we contemplate through an
economic conference a modification
MISSED TRAIN HERE of the terms that concress has laid
down? If not, why should we invite Kurope to a conference?
About sixty days ago Miss
"It Is quite likely that we could
Campbell, traveling compan . give
I'e's expenditures for capital pur- Europe some good advice on
ion of on aged woman, en route 'the
question of reparations, but we
from tho east to California, missed would be presumine much to sugtrain No. 3 here. Miss Campbell gest to Europe, that we ore prewas addressing post cards In the pared to offer advice on that subAlvarado lobby and became so en- ject. It will be quite
enough
grossed in her work that she did to get into that muddle, if at all,
not hear tho conductor call "All when wfi are invited."
aboard," and tr.P train was wending Its way through the lower railroad yards before she realized what
OE
She hired an airhad happened.
plane and pilot and flew to Gallup,
wlere the train was overtaken.
Tho clerks at the Alvarado news
FOR THE RELIEF OF
stand have just received a Christmas greeting card from Miss
Coughs,
Campbell, who is now in Paris,
On the card
France.
i WHOOPING COUGH, HOARSENESS
she said:
"This Is from the lady who wrote
too many J ost cards and missed
her train. I think I am about
-- SOLO EVERYWHER- Eeurd. Greetings to all New

Increase of maintenance

BOH

expenditures 1923
4.409,506
over 182t
Of this increase, $2,9ti0,0l5 was
wholly Pttjltti expense, divided:
?J,BS!,279, maintenance of equipment and $370,736 maintenance of
way and (structures actual increase
$1,449,493.
Furthermore, from March to
September, 1921, owing to the
in business, maintenance
slump
work on the Santa Ke was cut to
the bone, total force being reduced
from approximately 75,000 in Febthe
ruary to about C2.000 in June,mainchief reduction occuring in
tenance forces.
Judge Heed's comparison with
the years from 1914 to 1917, inclusive, do not prove that 1922 is
substantially out of line. He gives
the
iictual maintenance expense forcent.
foar rear period as 47.35 per
4
Tho
7.4.
Tho average for 1921 was
percental for tho first nine
months of 1922 as given by him Is
D3.48, but if deduction is made for
the strike expense this percentage
js reduced to 51.2.
Koadways and structures, and
not
particularly equipment, were
of fed-fkept up during the period endeavor
and
especial
control,
has been made to put the property
buek in good shape. For Instance,
on January 1st, 1921, bad order
cars numbered 6,311; January 1,
3 922, the number had been reducer,
40 4,743: December 1, 1922, to
3,882. Furthermore, car loading
since January 1, 1922. totals 1,050,-83- 8
cars compared with 1.332,193
cars, an Increase of 218,645 cars,
or 16.4 per cent. Surely this in-- 1
creased business is an important
for larger
factor in accounting
maintenance expenditures.
Santa Ke
the
assails
Heed
Judge
1, 1912, this
surplus, (in January
was $61,990,518. On January 1.
1922, or ten years later, this had
increased in 11 95, 861.029, ur an in
crease or
U3,u.un. inuring
this same period of time tho Santa

OBJECTED TO
WYOMN

r.cpre-FontKti-

RESTORATION

REMEDY

TATTY' TO

Colds. Croup

THE

FILMS DEPLORED

BRONCHITIS

Ministerial Union of Los Angeles Criticizes Hays' Action in the Case of Ros-co- e
Arbuckle

t.

Berlin, Pec. 26. (by tho Associated Press). Chancellor Cuno, who
had been spending the Christmas
holidays with his family and frionds
in Hamburg, returned to the capital today and at once resumed
discussion of tho reparatlohs program with the few ministers who
were spending Christmas in Berlin.
has
Although the government
not yet been officially advised from
Paris that the entente premiers will
be prepared to receive fresh or amplified proposals, the chancellor is
determined to be equipped with
ammunition of this sort and ho
purposes answering any summons
with amplifications of Ills previous
propositions and also with caie-full- y
formulated offer for the definite fixing of tha reparations total,
based upon his present survey of
Germany's economic and financial
capacity.
The chancellor, togother with
Finance
Minister
Hermes
end
minister
of
Johannes Becker,
economics, has been occupied during the past ten days with intimate
conversations
with industrialists,
bankers, shipping leaders and representatives of importing and exporting Industries, and also has
kept the reichstag leaders and the
officials, of tha general federation
of labor unions informed of the
nature and progress of theso consultations.
The chancellor also has called In
the leaders of tha nationalist parties, among them Dr. Karl
Count Von Westarp and
Professor Otto Hoetszch, and the
government for the time being may
ho said to
have
parliamentary
backing, even to the inclusion of
tho united socialists, in its determination to effect an ultimate adjustment of the wholo ranija of
reparations problem
Whether the fixation which the
government proposes to indicate in
its forthcoming proposition will bo
announced beforehand is uncertain as yet, as are other cardinal
features of the impending oifers.
The International situat:on has
been thoroughly canvassed during
tha progress of the current discussions and tho chancellor bellevts
he has succeeded in mobili sing every ounca of the nation's productive energy in response to his appeal for
The bulk of opinion, as reflected
in Informal talks with officials and
participants in the conferences
appears to be emphatically in favor of the final fixation of Ger
obligations
irony's reparations
Until this is dona the government.
It is declared, will not he in a position to uttack such urgent problems as the stabilization of the
semark, currency contraction andbudcuring an equilibrium in the
get.
This reiteration of the government's attitude has brought out declarations of undivided support
from all the party organ, whtl;
are urging the chancellor to make
It the pivotal point in his program.
There is some doubt, nevertheless, whether the present International situation is conducive o
a final settlement, 'inis is inrgeiy
prompted by the indefinite results
being obtained nt thi
conference and the effec's of this
situation upon the relntion
London and Paris with respect to the continental Interests
of France and Great Britain. Tho
American attitude toward the Impending European decisions also Is
an enigma to German political cir.
cies, as the news from Washington
and New York continues to be
by frequent contradictions.
is fast
Meanwhllu
Germany
rounding out her "year of trillions"
her combined floating and furs
debt having already passed the
thirteenth digit mark, while the
amount of currency circulation also will have advanced to that figure by the end of the year. A conservative estimate of her 1953 budget shows this also reaching a point
above the trillion.
Helf-ferlc-

h,

Steubenvlllo,

California
has no winter

Ia

At all times you can
tke cea. tne mountains, theenjoy
dnlf
links, tne motor nigh ways and tne rosea.

the Time

CALIFORNIA
The Place
Rates Attractive
Equipment Superb
'Call for information as to ratei, train achedules, ticket
limits and Pullman reservations.
R. W. HOYT, Agent
Phone 204. '
Albuquerque, N. M.
!

characterized as "extreme." Later
in the session, shortened and modiIn
fied resolutions were adopted.
a preamble the ministers said they
wisneu (o disclaim any nesire to
"run" the movies end that they
sought only to uphold moral
standards.
The resolutions also suggested
that tho city adopt an ordinance
granting the council authority to
bar any picture in which any person who Is known to have commit
ted any "overt net of immorality''
may appear. This part of the res
olutlon brought forth protest frorr
attorneys representing the picture
industry, who said it was a mov
toward censorship. The minister
denied that any censorship was intended or sought.
DEBT MISSIOV SAILS TODAY
Iondon, Dec. 2S (by the Assoc!
ated Press).
Stanley Baldwin
chancellor of the exchequer, am'
the members of his mission whirl
is going to the United Ktates t'
discuss the British debt to tht
United States, will sail tomorrow
on tha steamer Majestlo for New
York.
Hwulachcs from Slight Cold
Laxative BRfijio QUININE Tab
lets relieve the Headache by cur
Ing the Cold. A tonic laxative ani
germ destroyer. The box bears th
signature of VI. W. Grove. (Be sun
you get BROS10.) SOa.
COUGHS AMI

COLDS

IS

WINTER
Indoor sedentary life in Winter
has a direct btaring on the prova
lenee of coughs and colds. Keet
the bowels active and overeonv
ronstlr.r.tion with Foley Cathart'
Tablets.
Colds, coughs, cronn
tnroat. cheRt and bronchial trouoh
relieved
with Foley's lionet
quickly
and Tar.

Contains no opiates

Dec. 20.

Ohio.,

Efforts to apprehend the slayer or
slayers of Charles "Pixie" Blinn,
42 years old prohibition enforcement officer, are centering about
a stranger whose description was

secured from Miss Lulu Lyle, at
whose home Blinn was last seen
alive, Chief of Police Blaine announced tonight.
According to Chief Blaine, Miss
Lyle declared that the stranger
was with Blinn when he called at
her home and that ehe was introduced to him, but could not remember his name. Bho totd police
that he said he was a Hungarian.
In her statement to the police,
Miss Lyle said thut Blinn was intoxicated and flourished his gun
and Kald that he was "going ,to
get somo one." Shortly after BUrtn
and the Hungarian left the Lyle
home, Miss' Lyle heard a shot and
the noise of an automobile moving
away, according to Miss Lyle'a
statement. She said she paid no
attention to the incident, believing
Blinn bad his own automobile, the
told police.
Blinn's
body was found about
one hour later, and, according to
he
kad been dead about
physicians,
an hour.
Police saldfthey' are working on
the theory that a paid gunman was
hired to kill Blinn, that tho first
shot was the result of a scuffle
between him and the gunman and
that he wag shot to death with his
own gun after they had carried
him several blocks from the Lylo
homo, lillnn was shot three times
In the back of the head, once between the shoulders and In the
right hand
Mrs. Annie Hoe, on English
woman, now in her one hundredth
year, claims to ho the oldest woman voter. At the recent election
she was taken to the polling plaeo
in an automobile, her first ride in
one.

WINTER ILLS
The scientist was often
puzzled to account for the
efficacy of cod -- liver oil.
The discovery of vltamlnes
has helped solve the riddle.

Aztec, N. M., Dec. 26. Fire
broke out In the Baptist church
Saturday night, December 16, and
when first discovered the building
was a mass of flames eo It was
impossible to save a thing from
the building. For a time it seemed
impossible to save the Wilson residence adjoining, but heroic efforts from a largo number of volflames from
unteers kept th
gaining headway.
Thero is much speculation as
to how the building caught fire
as Keverend Massegee is positive
that the gas was turned low when
he loft the building for tho night.
However, the doors to tho building were not locked and may
have been entered later by someone.
Tho building was insured for
The loss, including the'
$4, BOO.
Bchool
books, church furniture
and fittings and building would
run nearly seven thousand dollars. Tho church has been used
for the sixth, seventh and eighth
grades pending the completion of
the new school building and the
school book loss is estimated at
?600.
Out of some

twenty-fiv- e

hundred

applicants for licenses of moving
picture operators in New York
City, only three are women

oo

S5SN Ey: It they Tire.
Itch, Smart or Bum,

&WJj$

75,000,000

tlW

TOUR
flamed orGranulatfd,
UseMurine often. Swthtn.rtifrejhej. Safefor
- Writs
Ajtnlf.
. B
w. rVifferitJllnl.,M . . . ' AH
AliiO..,..'.

square yards of
Concrete pavement have been

Steel Mail Boxes
75c and $1.25
Good, substantial boxes, the
kind that last as long as the
building. Others at 35c up.
KAABE & MAl tJElt
Phono 305
1st and Copper.

placed under
contract this

year a gain of
morethan30per

If you want to learn
about the Abrams cure,
read the January issue
Internaof Hearst's
tional Magazine. Now
on sale at all news
stands.

cent over last

year, the largest
previous year.
The construction thus
provided for, and to a

Scott's Emulsion
Is rich Inhealth-bulldingvi-

ta

so-call-

Glass-Lumb-

C.
IIHIIH.K
431 Sou lb I'lrnt

8lmt

pavement.
That is a larger amount
of Concrete highway
than there was in the
country altogether up
to 1917.
These facts witness the
determination of this
country to have roads
equal to the traffic they
bear.
Yet even with this great
record, the output of
motor vehicles continues to outstrip by far

1 This advertisement is directed to the people who
have received money for

Lnu.-.inn'- i

t,

18-fo- ot

THAT CHRISTMAS
MONEY

Scott ft Bowtlt. BlooraBttd. W.J.

Wind Shield

large extent completed,
is equivalent to more
than 7,000 miles of

TO

minesandisahelptul

factor In preventing
"winter
the
ills." It hebs keep
the vital forces of the body
strong to resist disease.

Los Angeles, Calif., Pec. 26.
According to the 1920 census
there were 7219 women phyThe Ministerial Union of Los Angeles today, after a lone debate, sicians In the United States.
deadopted a series of resolutions
ploring the restoration of Roscos
Arbucklo by Will Hays of permission to appear as a motion picture
actor and
its objections
to Arbuckle.
The resolutions, which originally
contained about 6,000 words, were;
referred to n. rnmmittp. to he re.
vised by some of the members exwhich they
cepted to language

Flow is

PBOOFFI GER

OF

Chancellor
Has Efforts Are Being Made to
Canvassed the Situation;
Apprehend the Slayer or
Nation's Productive EnSlayers of Charles Blinn
Has
at
Been
Steubenvilla Ohio
Mobilized
ergy

Sprrtnl .o The Journal.

..

E

German

Topeku. Kans., lira. mi. Itecent-l- y
Judgo Clyde M. Heed of Kansas,
is reported to have utated bcfort-the Interstate. Commerce commis-t-io- n
at Washington .that for the;
first nine months of 111 2 2, Slu.S'J.V
ijJ13 more money was spent by tin,
Fnntu Ve railroad for maintenance
than during tho corresponding;
Ieriod of 1 y . This has brought
the following reply from W.
president of tho road:
Actual expenditures of the Santa
Vc for these nine months were:
Maintenance of
Equipment
Maintenance of Way

EIR

INT

OfJ REPARATIONS

Santa Fe President Takes!
Exceptions to Statements
Made by a Kansan
fore I. C. C. Recently

AZTEC BAPTISTS LOSE
CHURCH IN FIRE; THE
CAUSE IS NOT KNOWN

WILL MIKE SEEK STRANGER

NEW PROPOSALS

ARE REPLIED TO

December 27, 1922

Christmas.

er

Lb'MHKII

CO

I'bont 402

3 If
you are in the business
world, or hope to enter, to
what better use could you

put this money than for a
course at the Western

ALCOHCL

School ?

188 PROOF

We suggest:

Pints, quarts, gallons

Stenography

For Your Car

Bookkeeping

Secretarial
Accountancy

ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER CO.
Phone 421
423 North First.

WESTERN SCHOOL FOR
PRIVATE SECRETARIES
Tijeras at Eighth.

the construction of

motor roads.
The revolution in road
traffic due, to the automobile has called for

Be twice glad, for your gift money will purchase any-

skid-proo- f,

hole-proo- f,

thing you have had in mind, now, at prices very much
reduced especially on gift things during these after,

really enduring pave-

WINTER'S SMARTEST WEAR
IN MOST DESIRED

That is the explana-

ment; and Concrete
fills the need.

Christmas days.

SUITS

COATS

tion of the steady, rapid
gain in Concrete road

DRESSES

construction during
the last decade the
largest development in

They represent the best of our most
exclusive styles. Original, superior,
and a delightful surprise in prices.

THE SUITS

Regular $35.00.
Regular $49.50.
Regular $69.50.
Regular 35.00.
Regular $49.50.
Regular $69.50.

Sale Price
Sale Price
Sale Price

basic transportation
facilities in this country

$26.25
$33.00
$46.50

in many years.

COATS
Sale Price
Sale Price
Sale Price

DRESSES

$26.25
$33.00
$46.50

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
oA National Organization
to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

......

Regular $25.00. Sale Price.
.$16.75
Regular $35.00. Sale Price
23.50
Regular $45.00, Sale Price
$30.00
NO ALTERATIONS AT THESE
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gredlents printed o. wrapper
Largest sclllnsr cough medicine in
the World. "Foley's Tlonev and
Tar is wonderful for attacks if
coughs and colds.'' writes W. H
Sold
Gray. Venice. California.
every wh ere. A d v.
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C. H. CARNES
in ocvlar
speciausi
REFRACTION
107 S. IMonrih
Phone I057.W
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KILLS

Listen, World!

WATCHES BESIDE

illustt?atT

by

t'se

Louisville, Ky., but Claims friendliness? But of eourse most
of us won't do that, for that isn't
Self Defense
what we want to do. We don't

insistence that he conform to it.
It's a vain task. Each one of us
must establish his own model and
live up to it. Perhaps your personal model Is built on wide,
lines ar.
courageous,
generous
Or
"outsize" humanitarian plan.
be
suited
for
you may
skimpy, con- -

. Jlookit
lWHV
JjSowe

wv WINOSlf

IS

STILLUHF1LLED

haven't vcuf
?

uki

Men Are

them

really want to help him find the
Ky.," Deo. 20. DisiLouisvIHe,
truth. We just wunt to boss him
11
C.
Which is quite a different matof
Jones
closure todny by
o
ter.
Cincinnati, of plans lor the
I think our teaching concerning
January 1 of his diverced truth and conscience
is much ai
wife, Mrs. Olive Ij. Jones, and him- fault.
In our youth we are inself, was one of the major devel- formed that each one is possessed
opments In the Investigation of the of a "still small voice" which w:l.
is right or
slaying of O. L. Black, sales man- infallibly Sotell us what
far, so good. But
ager for a Louisville automobile wrong.don't
go on and tell us
why
ccrapany. In Mrs. Jones apartments that though they
we all have still, smnl
not the saruo hii II 2
are
last Sunday afternoon.
voices, they
small voices. They do not rattle
; Mrs. Jones went to police headuniform quotations on the marquarters early Monday morning off
as
and surrendered. She declared that ket ratings ofwererighteousness,
so ninny stock
alter shooting in self defense, she though they
no one person's conhad covered Black's body and kept tickers. Andservo
for his neighbor.
can
n science
a,n all night vigil, unable, to
If we could only realize this
courage to call police. She
und trouble
time
much
Bave
we'd
was charged with murder.
ventional action and go utterly to
"1 do not know whether the kill- and advance the world infinitely
to joy and power. But Pieces, wnen you venture to cavve
ing of black, who broke up my on the road
out
a moro adventurous destiny.
should
there
home four year ago, will interfere instead, we insist that
Whatever it is, my friend, think for
with our plans," .Jones said today he a uniform model for goodness,
yourseir, be yourself and don't
In Cincinnati In telling of arrange- a sort of spiritual "perfect 3j."
"I We waste ourselves by trying to copy.
ments for the
And above all, don't try to force
'
ideal,
to this impossible
shall try to see, her and, find ou. conform
me otner chap to copy.
Jones reiterated his intention of or we pester tho other chap with
standing by his former wife.
While counsel for Mrs. Jones
IN THE
WOMAN GIVES A PINT
maintained that she shot In sell' CONTROVERSY
defense following a quarrel, police
HAM0N-KEL- L
CASE
OF BLOOD IN EFFORT
Black
that
fact
insisted that the
was wounded in the back, apparIN COURT
TO SAVE MAN'S LIFE
REVIVED
IS
ently as ho was attempting to climb
through a window, contradicted this '
Cincinnati, Dec. 26. A pint of
Muskogee, Okla., Pec. 20. The
theory.
controversy between the late Jake blood for transfusion into tho veins
Frank
of Manaree Parriaquia, said to be
j, Hamon and his associate,
CHECKS AGGREGATING
Kell of Wichita Falls. Tex., over the son of a wealth;- - San Salvador
of a railroad through resident, who attempted suicide
$500,000 ARE GIVEN the'hullding
the Texas oil fields, was revived in here earlier in the day, was ex
States district court tracted tonight from the veins, of
EMPLOYES AS BONUS the United more
than two years Miss Grace Wilson, a saleswoman.
here today,
thP death of tho Ardmore oil by physicians at the general hos
BuHtmnre. M.I T)PP. 2G. BonUS after
man and politician.
pital in an effort to save the young
checks aggregating $500,000 were
in the petition filed today Kell man
s life.
piven as Christmas presents to asks ?SO,000 with interest from
Miss
with Miss Cor
thoso employes of the Baltimore November 18 of this year, from nelia Wilson, awho,
nurse, volunteered
of the blood Powers,
and Ohio railroad who remained Frank Ketch, president
not know
docs
transfusion,
during Wichita
Falls.
Ranger & Fort
loyal to tho corporation
Miss Powers said Par
the recent railroad strike. Em- Worth Railroad company, and ad- Parriaquia.
riaquia had won her sympathy re
ministrator of Jake Li. Uamon's cently
ployes ot tho heavy repair shops
when he was a patient at
of the company laid off during the estate.
Th claim arises out of n settle- the hospital, recovering from the
holidays, will resume work Janeffects
of
was
with
having his leg amputated.
uary 2. This announcement of the ment Kell alleges& he made
Co., who sued His leg was crushed when his autoManev Brothers
made at the general offices
the Wichita Falls, Ranger & Forts mobile was struck by a train, it
railroad.
was said.
A month's extra pay was granted Worth Railroad company for
used in construction of' the
Parriaquia has made no statethose who served the company loyKell
Hamon
road.
and
organized ment since being taken to tho hosally during the full time of the
and pital suffering from a bullet wound
railroad but disagreed
strike with a graduated scale for thp
in his chest and poison.
It was
Hamon later took over the
less than the full period.
In
his
petiKell alleges
h mod that he was on an autotion that he paid Maney Brothers mobile tour of the country and had
& Co. $80,000 on November IS in recently been the guest of Romeo
ALLEGED SMUGGLER
settlement of a Judgment of $100.-00- 0 Bosque of New York, consul genOF DRUGS FORFEITS
obtained
by the company eral from the republic; of San Salthe road. He asks for the vador.
HIS BAIL0F $1,000 against
return of the $80,000 with interest.
8 MEN IN CUSTODY ON
William
26.
Dec.
Now York,
INSTALLED
BIG
PUMP
law
student,
London
a
Williams,
CHARGES INVOLVING A
conalleged by the police to have
TO
PLANT
AT
SEWAGE
Green-We- ll
in
GIRL
ducted a clearing house
PERMIT CONSTRUCTION
Village for 1smuggled drugs,
in
the
.000
bail
fnwoitofi
.,i.,.,
Los Angeles, Dec. 2C. Eight
Lfcourt of special sessions and a
James A. French of the firm oi men were taken into custody here
bench warrant was issuea ior nm French,
Harvey and Peabo.ly. today and booked ,at the county
arrest.
which is engaged in the construc- jail on statutory felony charges inarrestwas
first
Williams
When
Antion of the city's new sewage dis- volving a
girl.
ed with two other men, Special posal plant on
the Rio Grande river other man was arrested at San
SiCommissioner
Police
lieputy
south of Albuquerque, arrived yes- Bernardino yesterday in connec
mon announced there had been
A largo pump has been tion with the case. A woman, wife
fnnml in his room about BOO let terday.
installed at the scene of operations, of one of tho arrested
whs
ters and telegrams from persons and is used to draw the water away held as an accessory. men,
The girl
in various cities, including actors from excavations
where cement was in the county hospital toand actresses in Atlantic City and work will be installed. The com night.
Bollywood.
pany has had some difficulty with
Tho girl told officers she was
water, but believes that the new kidnaped a week ago and misMr
the
will
relieve
trouble.
pump
but finally freed herself
French says the work will be fin- treated,
and made tho complaint which
GOT THE REAL THING
with- caused
ished
the
spring,
early
during
the arrests. All thoso held
'For five long years 1 suffered in the prescribed contract limit
with stomach troublo and what l'iles have been driven for the are Mexicans.
the doctors called gall stone colic, support of the foundation.
mvicarr n. bailey dies
nd all said nothing but an operaPasadena,
Calif., Dec. 26.
tion would do me any good. A
Dwight B. Bailey, said to have
friend who had taken your medi- NEBRASKA AND IOWA
been
the
organizer of the Wisconcine advised me to try it, and I
n
THEATER OWNERS TO sin
league, who came
found it to be tho real thing. 1
to Pasadena twenty-thre- e
years
feel better than 1 have in eight
BAR ARBUCKLE FILMS
ago, died at his home hero today
years and 1 am praising God for
after a brief illness. He was S5
It
Mayr's Wonderful Remedy,"
Omaha, Dec. 20. A. R. Pramer, years old.
is a simple, harmless preparation
Motion
of
the
president
that removes the catarrhal l.iucus Theater Owners' Association of
DR. TAj'SCIIER DIES
from the intestinal tract and alKansas City, Dec. 26. Dr. Louis
addressing a meeting
the inflammation which Nebraska,
lays
toof
women
W.
ministers
here
and
Luscher, widely known for his
causes practically all stomach,
said:
adventures in . connection with
liyer and intestinal ailments, in- day,
will not open army medical service during Indian
theaters
"Our
One dose their doors
cluding appendicitis.
again to the Arbuckle uprisings in tho United States, in
will convince or money refunded. films."
a Cuban and a Honduras revoluFor sale by the Brlggs Pharmacy
Great applause followed his tion and in the Franco-Chineand druggists everywhere. Adv. statement.
war, died here today.
mar-rlag-

Bum-pio-

.

sun-plie-

Texan's-Interest-

anti-saloo-

Pit-Pur-

se

Not a Garment Held Over From One Season
Until the Next.

That the members of the city
commission ot the city of Albuquerque are deadlocked regarding
a successor to William R. Walton,
recently resigned, as member of
the city commission, was clearly
indicated in the meeting which
was held last night in th city hall.
At one stage of the meeting
Commissioner Weil asked Coram
Swope, who is aetin.' chairman of the commission and as such
whether Swope
mayor,
acting
would consider any other nomination for the vacancy than Judge
reRichard 11. Hanna. Swope
sponded:
"Well, you know I have a singleJ
that. And
track mind about
can't think ot any other name than
his now."
At another time, .lust after the
been
nanip of Cortez Quickel had
submitted and rejected. Swope. as
explanation of his voting "No on
the nomination, said:
"I want to say in regard to my
vote that the name of Mr. Hanna
was submitted at the last election.
The result was a split vote. While
I respect Mr. Quickel, I believe Mr.
Hanna would make a better commissioner, as he is more familiar
with public affairs."
In later discussion on the successor to former Mayor Walto-n- the
name of Judge Hanna was again
brought up. Commissioner Hughes
addressed Commissioner Weil and
said he could not get an agreement
as to a city commissioner unless he
agreed to vote for Judge Hanna.
Well replied that there should be
some man out of 16.000 in Albuquerque besides Judge Hanna vho
can quallrj and be acceptable.
Hughes then stated:
"Well, I won't vote for Judge
Hanna. You can count me out on
that. Trot out anyone but an alleged reformer and I will vote for
him. But I won't vote for an alleged reformer."
Two names were submitted as
Compossible successors to former
missioner Walton. Both were subCommissioner
Hughes.
mitted by
If first submitted thP name of
Commissioner
Cortez
Quickel.
a tel- Tingley said hp had received
Ml'. Ollirkcl
and that the latter had told him hr
diil not care to serve and asked
Tingley not to vote for him. Commissioner Weil seconded the motion, which was that the nomination be tendered Mr. Quickel. Mr.
Swope offered no comment. When
as put hn voted "no"
the motion
distinctly. Tingley voted with him.
Well and Hughes voted "yes."
Several times during the meeting and Hughes and Weil asked
Tingley and Swope to place the
name of someone other than Judge
In
nomination,
Vlan
assuring
support of any good man. Neither
Tingley nor Swope accepted mis
invitation nor did they show any
indication of an inclination to do
,

so.

'

.

.

At onP point Hughes said: "Well,
wb are getting along very well with

four men. We got along when
there were only three men on the

city commission and we should be
a bin to get along now with four.
We seem to be agreed on every- Drnn,.t!iir tlia nnmlnw nt n
I am satisfied with
commissioner.
you, Mr. Swope. as acting chair
man.I tniiiK you inaKe a gouu
one.
in
in Mc Rivnnfl eitlil Hint
it was not fair to thp people of the
city tq lall ta appoint anoincr comHe said the charter
missioner.
umiCll lu, lih; vilj vui.iii.i
appoint a successor and it should
he none.
After further discussion t.om- mlaBlnncr TJiK'hOB moved that the
nomination be tendered Dr. J. A.
Weil seconded the mo
Heldy.
tion. Neither Swope ncr Tingley
offered any comment but when
the motion was put bom tne latter voted "no." Hughes and Weil
voted "yes."
It lsn t a
Hnirhea then said:
very nice thing to have the name
n
mnn IlliO Tr. Rpirlv nut lin
nt
before this commission and have
it knocked down. Ana it wasn t
a. nice thine to do the same thing
about Mr. Quickel. The city of
Albuquerque should ue prouu w
havo such a man as Ir. Reidy or
Mr. Quickel serve on the city
n,Yi mission
Well then suggested that each
nt Via nnmiytiuainnnrR writfl tll6
names of ten men on a slip ok
He said that rrom sucu
paper.
list surely one or more names
would be found to appear on
Swope objected to
every slip.
such action. Weil then said:
"Well, wo ought to be able to
get together on some man who is
agreeable to all of us. We can
all agree. I know you can, Mr.
Swope, and you can, Mr. Hughes,
and so can you, Mr. Tingley."
At this Juncture Tingley interposed with: "No, no. Not mo!
Don't count me in ou that! Don't
quote me!"
At another point Commissioner
Tingley remarked that the commission was moving along all
no
right and that there had been
politics about the city hall. Commissioner Hughes snapped him up
with:
"When you say there has been
no politics in the city hall, it's all
wrong. It's been nothing but politics. I am the only man on the
commission who has not been in
When I took my
any politics.
place on the city commission 1
cast aside all politics. I havo not
opposed anything because of politics unless I thought it was wrong.
And when I think they are wrong
are
because
of politics
they
d

On Women's and Misses Coats, Suits, Dresses,
Millinery, Hose, Underwear, Undershirts, Etc.

West Central

rotten."

regarding a posfor former Commissioner Walton consumed more
thun an hour. At the end the
chance of reaching an agreement
appeared more remote than it did
a week ago. It appeared as
Tingley
though Commissioners
and Swope were on one side of
the rence, unalterably favoring
Judge Hanna, and Commissioners
Hughes and Weil on the opposite
side, determined to voto for almost anyone excepting Hanna, and
unalterably opposed to him.
The commission went through
the formality of ratifying Commissioner Ed Swope as acting
chairman of the commission. The
matter was brought up through
question as to his being authorized to sign paving bonds. Ho hud
been appointed at a previous
meeting to serve as acting chairman of the commission at any
Tho discussion

National Garment Company
403

d

sible- successor

EVERYTHING PRICED TO CLEAR
QUICKLY

Meyer Osoff, Mgr.

J

M

"'"

-

iiieasetj in a hard shell not nine'
PINION SHELLER GETS
larger than a, pea.
PRAISE FOR A LOCAL
"it would seem that full recor,
lion nnd honor have not yet bet
WOMAN IN MAGAZINE accorded one who has done, r

TMEr

COURT
I
HOUSE

Judgo

overruled

Ar.

K.

Mickey

ycsterJay

in the district court the

in the case of Cliarl8
.Marl vs. P. K. Hunter ami sustaini'Z.
ed tho exemption claimed by

demurrer

Presented

1

THE NATIONAL GARMENT COMPAflTC

?'

AROUND

Marriage licenses wero issued 'o
Florence
tho following yesterday:
Dicmuke i and
Marion
Joseph
Clarence Stuppi, of Magdalenu; am!
flarcia and i'anurdinu
Ignaclu
Hcrrera, of Carnuel.

Members Are Deadlocked
Regarding a Successor to
Walton; Names of Two

.

'

V

01

FORMER HEAD OF
D. A. R. WILL SEEK
PRESIDENCY AGAIN

THE

COMMISSION

Icofonson

The great objection to telling the
chnp the truth about himBODY ALL NIGHT other
It
self is that it isn't the truth.
may be your truth but it isn't
his truth. And since you can't posdetermine what is the truth
Mrs. C. L. Jones Admits sibly
tor him, why not let him find out
in
for
Black
himself,
simply giving him
Shooting 0. L
what aids he may desire, with
,

VACANGY

Cage Three

Hunter on one Wescott touring autumoliile, valued at $:'5U.
Suit was filed in the district
court yesterday by Crccenciana L.
""""
if
.
li. CJriego vs. Dclodla R. i irtu
Damages in the sum of ?i!0t) are
asked for ejection.
Saturnina Ramerez do "Vargas
filed suit for divorce in th'o district court yesterday against Juan
Vargas. She also asks for the care
and custody of tho two minor chii- ilren of the couple and alimony of
!
$4(1 a month.
The complaint
leges that, the couple were married
in Old Mexico. 12 years ago, that
Juan Vargas deserted her .about
if
eight years ago. that they were
reconciled about six years ago
deserted
be
and
again
that,
five
about
her
age,
years
after the birth of the second child,
The complaint also alleges that be
Mrs. William Cummmg Stcry.
ha failed to contribute to the sup-- !
Mrs. William Cummhfr Story, port of his family since that tin!--lie is employed at the Railroad
president general of the I). A. R. that
company tie plant nnd that he
from 1918 to 1917, has .itist jc 'earns
from $200 to il'ii) a month.
nominated again for that post 1"
Suit, for title and for
the Koosevelt chapter of Rye, N, Y. ml litem was" filed In theguardian
district
court yesterday by Vivian Castillo
.vs. I.ucy Castillo, Rachel Castillo
time (luring the absence of the nnd Krnest Castillo,
Alex Cadena. filed suit for di- niH.Mjr from the city.
ni'cii In the district court agalnst
in order to cover any legal
Cadena.
technicality Commissioner Hughes Sofia
Suit was filed In tho district
moved that Commissioner Swope
Swear-- I
be appointed acting chairman of court, yesterday by Maggie
and
the commission and authorized to ingen vs. the WisconsinwasBridge
filed for
Suit
necessary Iron company.
sign bonds and oilier
of the death
Commissioner
Tingley damages in the case
papers.
who was
J.
Swearingen,
seconded and the motion was car- crushed
in
the
to
death
shops here
ried unanimously.
Judgment, is nsked
Commissioner Weil brought to November
under the Workmen's Compensto the attention of tho commission ation
Act of New Mexico,
the fact tliat a franchise had been
granted the Citizens Klet trie company at the same, timo the old trac- "WENT AFTER MORE OF
tion company franchise hud been
THE MOONSHINE," SAYS
He cited the provisions
granted.
of this franchise and showed that
FIGHT CASE WITNESS
the provisions bad not been fulto
furnish
of
because,
filled,
tailing
"We went to get some mfiv
a suitable electric lighting plain
moonshine, and on the way back
fcr tile citizens of Albuquerque.
the
franchise
Weil showed that thin
light took place," said a witcase
overlaps the present franchise ot ness in an assault and battery
the Albuquerque gas and electric in the court of Justice W. W.
menAnd
ho
yesterday.
company by seven years. He said
that if valid this franchise would tioned tho name of the man to
whom
as
ho
nnd
had
gone
another
a
in
bad
leave the city
plight
The crowd of
it would permit, tho sale of the to get the drinks.
franchise to either the Albuquer- spectators sat up and took notice.
y
incidentally the assault and
que, Has and lOleclric. company or
to any other concern.
charge was dismissed for lack
He said that he did not wish of evidence.
had com
("'nrolidci
to take any hasty action but reeve he
quested that the matter be inves- plained that on Christmas
Elio
I'ino nnd
was attacked by
tigated and that the city attorney
in
The
bruised.
nnd
battered
franchise
badly
learn who holds the
that he and a
question. He asked that the holder testimony showed
be asked to appear before the city man named Antonio Cordova bad
commission and discuss the mat gone to get some drinks, and were
on their wav homo when the al
ter, if it is found tunc tub ie
ot the franchise hav not been ful- leged trouble occurred. Sandoval
filled and the franchise thus been exhibited a bruised visage that was;
rendered null and void, lie asked proof enough that somebody had
that proper action be taken to Tl.e struck him, but tho evidence It.failed
All
to tdiow just who had done
the franchise revoked.
franchise comes under ordinance ti e parlies concerned reside in
Martineztown.
No. 4 57.
The question of the storm sewer
run
to
is
on Seventh street which
LAW VIOLATIONS
from the alley between Central PRO
A BIG INCREASE
and Cold avenues for sis blocks
SHOW
routh and then turn off to the river
After much diswas introduced.
Atlanta, la., Bee. 2(1. Records
city
cussion it was agreed that the
Hehen-strefor the last months of 1922 show
accept the offer of Mr.
of
to loan tho equipment of the that the number of violations
national prohibition law in
New Mexico Construction companym the
the northern district of Georgia
to the citv and tho city put
to he far in excess of any pre- theso three blocks of the storm
r
vious
period in the his-- i
sewer. It was advised that it must
settory of the district, according to
be done at once to permit of
a report made today to Attorney
goes in.
tling before the paving
Daugherty by Clint W.
This action was made on the (ieneral federal
district attorney.
motion of Commissioner Hughes, Hager,
disclosed that approxwas seconded by Commissioner The report
800
cases
ot liquor law
Weil. The motion included that in imately
attorney violations are on the docket for
the meantime tho
he deemed tho federal court term beginning
take whatever action
advisable to obtain a right nf way. January 8. next.
Some ot the property on the right
of way is owned by minors and
by
another section Is in litigation
mothe First National Bank. The
unanimously.
carried
tion was
for
133. providing
Full-Fruit- ed
Ordinance
ordinance
paving assessment, and issuance
of
13li. providing for the
for
paving bonds toof be exchanged
assignable certil-icatea like amount
to be issued to the paving
nnd
kind
contractor, were ordered read
The real,
Both motions
adoption moved.
that makes you like raisin bread
secand
were made by Hughes
is back again.
onded by Tingley and both carried
unanimously.
Bakers everywhere are makbond nf Charles
The fidelity
it fresh every week some
ing
In
Hlrseh, of the water company, ed
day.
every
was
accept
the sum of $1,000,
Tho bill for paving was accepted
Ask your grocer or order from
the
and Hughes called attention toCona neighborhood bake shop. Get
fact that the Albuquerque
No need to bake
it
the
saved
liad
struction company
at home. Order now.
subcity about $400 on the amount, 4
mitted in the bid.
Made with
In all matters taken up during
the meeting hist night, excepting
the one regarding the appointment
Sun-Mai- d
of a city commissioner to fill the
existing "vacancy, the commission
crs voted unanimously.
-'

JfH

The American Nut Journal, ihe
leading publication dealing with
the raising and marketing of nuts,
contains
he following article in
appreciation of Mrs. Fannie S,
Spitz of Albuquerque, in its Issue
for December 1!'', 19'JJ:
"What Sirs. Fannio S. Spilz,
x jr., )Kli4 ,,,ne fm. ,,,,,
nut industry is becoming more an.
moru appreeiateil as knowledge of
her
ami separating
machine, designed especially
for
tho New Mexico pinon nut, will in
A new model nf the machine
attracting much attention. This
was exhibited at the National Confectioners' Industries Kxposltlon.
at tho Coliseum in Chicago. A
d
pail full of clean
pinon kernels, at tho base of the
Is
machine,
mule evidence of ?he
solving of a difficult, problem
how to get at those kernels when
white-enamele-

nl--

much for the nut Industry
valuable, invention."

by the

DECLARATION ISSUED
BY EAM0NN DE VALERA
Dublin. Dee. 20. (l',y The Associated Press)
Earnonn ile
lias issued a declaration
which he signs "On Rehalf of the
Government and tho Army."
H"
extends greetings to every citizen
and soldier of tho republic, declaring:
"We consecrate ourselves anew
to the achievement
of the independence of our country."
He appeals
to the people to
pray that Cod ".shall bless our efforts and bring our harassed people the liberty, peace and happiness they need and desire."

Journtl Want Ads. bring results.

9ocen tfule SI
AL BUQUEftQuE

L

AN

9 tO.. STORE

WITH

H.MCA.
A NEW
,

SPIRIT
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1 rM

Reduction Sales
Coats, Suits, Dresses,
and Skirts

bat-ter-

Final closing of
garments, consisting
of Coats, Suits, Dresses and Skirts. The season's
smartest styles developed in the finest materials
and produced by the best makers.
high-qualit- y

Row 33

Off The Regular

Special Reductions

half-yea-

Raisin Bread

3

Prices

it

s

1--

Half Price
Clean-uof women's Winter Underwear, broken
lots, high and Dutch neck, long and short sleeves,
in wool, wool mixed and cotton.
p

Beacon Bath Roheing, 50c
Regular 79c quality, beautiful colors and color
binations, cords and frogs to match.

com-

Women's Beacon Bath Robes, $2.98
A splendid assortment of beautiful patterns on
grounds of Copen, navy, tan, brown, green, grey,

etc.

$5.95 Women's Corduroy Robes,
$3.98
Pleasing colors in plain or brocaded designs.

ready-bake-

Seeded Raisins

AS
COMMITTEE MEMBER

WOMAN RESIGNS

--

Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 26. Misa
Charl Williams of Memphis on January 1 will resign as vice chairman ot the democratic
national
committee and as the woman representative from Tennessee on thai
committee, she announced tonight.
Miss Williams, who has been a
since
member of the committee
1918 and vice chairman since 1920,
said that she believed the position
on the committee should go to
some woman who could devote a
large part of her time to organizing tho women of tho state.
J
11 KK
MAN' KUiM!l
Toledo, Ohio, Dec. Hi). One man

the best raisins for bread,
ail home cooking uscn

TIlOlllbKI)

KID

NEY'S

"Have been troubled with weak
kidneys since childhood," writes
Mrs. G. Hyde. Benzonia. Michigan.
"Now past fortj and havo had
backache and that tired out
feeling, hardly ablo to do my work.
By using Foley Kidney Pills accompanied with Foley Cathartic
Tablets I soon felt llko a new per- son," ' Hackache.i rheumatic pulns.
dizziness and blurred
virion are
sV""nms of kidney trouble. Foley.
Kidney fills give quick relief. Sold,
Adv.
everywhere.

Wool Scarfs,

flimp! each (Roan, Ofnftwmt, TaJnm) of Owttem
IffcborttoriM.Dflpt.Z. Maldta.HtM. Koldvcrywbcr.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

MONUMENTS
"We Pay the Freight"

G. E.

Fletcher

MONUMENT

WORKS

1- -2

Price

$2.95 Spanish Lace Flouncing,
$1.98
36 inches wide, in black, brown and white, beautiful patterns.

$3.98 Canton Crepe, $2.98
canton crepe in such popular shades as
lark, jade, grey, white, black, brown, navy, etc.

40-inc-

h

$1.35 Fancy Woolens, 79c
40 inches wide, good color combinations in a splendid pattern assortment.

Memorials of the Better
Kind.

Off

Combed wool scarfs, in all the high colored sport
combinations so popular for winter wear.

Girls! Girls!!

Clear Your Skin
With Cuticura

1- -3

Highly trimmed blouses of Crepe de Chine and
Georgette, in shades of tan, navy, black, brown,
grey, white, flesh, etc.

and

was killed and a' score or more
Fiiomluri Mat'hliitil.
Enplneer
CaatltiKa in lroii. Brat, Bronze. Alum
were reported injured in a fire
Oil
l;lactrlo Motors.
Engines.
that swept tho Del Mar apartments Inum,
nnd Irr!ffat1'n.
here late tonight. The dead man Pumps
tYnr!
Offlc
ant)
AJhnooerqn.
is believed to be W. A. Kaunce,
head of the publishing
firm of
Faunce and Leland.
WITH WEAK

Women's Tailored Blouses

20c Outing Flannel; 15c
Good weight, fancy stripes, checks and plaids.
40-In- ch

Unbleached Muslin, 15c

Fine quality Sea Island cotton, in this extra width.

WOMEN ITOLD NEARLY HALF
WORLD'S RECORDS
RECOGNIZED
OF

AMERICAN

CHI'S 'FLIPPER'
FAILS

December 27, 1922
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ASSAULT CHARGE

3 STILLS, WINE

LODGED AGAINST

SHOW UP

gallons of corn, raisin and sugar
All but
mash were confiscated.
one gallon of tho wine, which will
be kept for evidence, will be destroyed.

E

DS

WHITNEY'S DEATH DUE
INFLICTED
BY SELF, JURY FINDS

TO WOUND

AND MOONSHINE

FOR THE WEDDING

A coroner's Jury empaneled by
Justice of the Peace George Roddy
yesterday morning returned the
following verdict:
"We the Justice of the peace and
Jurors sitting in inquest on the
body of W. R. Whitney find that
the deceased came to his death by
a bullet wound on his head, said
woand being inflicted by himself,
and that the aid W. R. Whitney
committed the act while suffering
from temporary aberration of the
mind brought on by continuous
suffering from angina pectoris.
George E. Roddy, Justice of tho
peace; E. Ruppo. L. W. Galles,
W, J. Rice, R. C. Bangs,
Ben Scanlon, Jurors."

Car Piloted by Dudley Allen Prohibition Officers Arrest
Man Recently Released on
Is Alleged to- Have Run
Bond at Barelas; Two
Down and Seriously InSouth of Here
Luna
Bonifacio
jured

of Mildred Wenn,
Who Disappeared From
Her Home Last Friday,
Has NotBeen Solved

Mystery

-

Complaint charging assault, was
filed before Justice of tho Peace
Desiderlo Montoya yesterday, as
tbn veanlt of Bonifacla Luna hav
ing been run down by an
lnln Saturday night. The
complaint was filed by Leo Luna,if
on
brother of Bonltacio
nf bia hrnther. ncalnst Dudley
Allen of 719 South Walter street.
The complaint filed by Leo Luna
night
alleges that late Saturdayoown
on
Bonifacio Luna was run
North Fourth street by a car driv
en by Dudley Allen. The complaint
further alleges that atter running
Bonifacio Luna down, Allen refused to stop to render aid.
According to reports front the
Luna family yesterduy, Bonifacio u
Luna suffered a shattered shoul-i,ileir was broken in two
car passed
places, the wheel of the
over his neck ami may iiuvk muacu
Is
also beother injuries and he
lieved to lie suffering internal in
.
, ,
juries'
An
pnoiograiui i" iu "c
taken of Bonifacio Luna today to
he is
determine, whether or not extent
the
injured internally and
kidney Is
of such injuries. HI.4burst
in the
believed to have teen
accident.
According to reports
last night, the injured man is in
a precarious condition. a warrant
Justice Montoya issued
for the arrest of Allen yesterday.
Gutierrez
Deputy Sheriff Moiso
served the warrant and haled Allen
before the court. Justice Montoya
set bond at 12,000 and postponed
of
hearing until the full extent
Bonifacio Luna's injuries are determined.
Another complaint, tor assault
was filed before Justice Montoya
comyesterday afternoon. toThis
maim and
plaint charged assaultGarcia
against
was filed bv Flavlo
Alfredo TrujilloValerlo Chavez and
Beneses Chavez.
This complaint Is the outcome
of a cutting affray which occurred
Just outside th dance hall at
on December 6. Reports of
tho affair were that the three men
accused in the complaint were engaged in a fight and that Falvio
Garcia attempted to act as peacemaker and was cut from the right
eyebrow, across tho side tf the face
and ear and across tho back of
the neck, the ear being cut in half.
Justice Montoya set the hearing
in this case for 2 p. m. Friday.

New York. Dec. 26. Tlie twisted
Mreets of Chinatown which have
gosslpinc
vulsod with subdued
irioe Mildren Wenn.
Chinese "flapper," ran oway from
alier Washington home Friday,
most on the, evo of her wedilimr
10 Oporee Nam Leo, scion of onP of
Urn hest Chinese families of New
"York, had sonm added thrills today
The first came when word was
iiassed that Miss Wenn had returned to her home and that George
father is president of
.he On Lvuhk tone in the United
Stiites had rushed to her on the5'irst Washlnfiton train this moin-

auto-mnhl-

io

ue-i,-

se

--

'"a'hen, along about nonn, almond-eyeinhabitants of Molt street
home at
(congregated about the
A"o. 32, saw two black, shiny wardEleanor Churchill, left, holder of
world's record for throwing baserobe trunks unloaded and limped
by
and Camelia Sabie, who
up five winding flichts of stairs
ball,
truckmen of the Canton Transfer
holds
high hurdle and standing
.ompanv. lioldly acrossredthe end
broad jump records.
letters,
nf each trunk, in brave
was the ICKend, "M. Wenn."
A comprehensive record of acTroii.sj-ciii- i
but No Hrido
I
"
m lev?..
.i
The trouMseuu had arrived, but tivities of feminine athletes the
I
fi-v3,
world over, just completed by the
Hill no bride.
e Quon,
A little while later
International Women's Sports
hieftaln and prospective Federation, recognizes forty-nin- e
Ion
mar
from the records established by the fair
father-in-lahurried
ten record holders. Most of the
jioiise and, according to neighbors,
records. Twenty-on- e
world's
sex
as
look a. train for Washington.
records were set in the first
of these records are held by
This pave added sweep to rumors
women's Olympia meet in Paris
Mildren U. S. pirls and women. Czechotlmt the Americanized
last summer.
'Wenn had put her tiny foot down slovakia, ranking second, has
..n the Chinese tradition that o
bride must go to her husband and
Paramount picture, "Her Gilded
had delivered an ultimatum that
ihere wpuld bo no weddlne unless I
Cage," which in being repeated at
I
Theaters Today
the "B" theater today
it was solemnized in her home in
Her first part in pictures was
'Washington.
Pell
of
Chinese
Mott,
The elder
as the sister to Alice Brady. She
nnd Doyers streets masking whata member of Irene Castle'n
was
Gilded
"Her
"II" Theater
ever emotions they may have had Cage," with Gloria Swanson in the family tree in a screen portrayal.
shook
behind imperturbable faces,
role, is being repeated to- Her sisterhood to Dick Barthelmess
iheir heads ami kept stony silence leading
"Shoulder in a recent picture will be recalled.
also repeating
before the little army of reporters day;
Miss Cornwall has not been limwith Charlie Chaplin as
their city within a Arms,"
That invaded
H
is
a
ever.
ns
big pro- ited to sister roles, however. She
funny
city.
and large crowds attended all was equally adept as the mother
Members of the younger genera- gramshows
yesterday afternoon and of Marguerite Clark in "Prunella"
tion were less reserved, but still the
and was the granddaughter of
could not add much to the story of last night.
Lionel Barry more in "The Copperthe disappointed bridegroom and
Theater The management head."
the uneaten wedding feast.
Iyrlo
Some time ago slio became a star
Is repeating "Rags to Riches," feaUnserved
Wedding
herself and scintillated in four UniAll they knew was that George turing Wesley Harry, as the prinCornwall was
his be- cipal star of an
Xuii) bee had expected
cast; in versal pictures. Miss She
spent her
trothed to arrive on Christmas eve connection with this picture, there horn in Brooklyn.
nd that she didn't; that thousands will be shown a reel or two of early years in the Catskills, where
dollars had been spent on Jewels "Andy Gump's" cartoons, and the she developed her ardent lovo of
nor the bride and for a wedding "Goldwyn Sport Reviews" pictures. outdoor life and sports. Mountain
trout fishing is one of her favorite
rt'east, but that the Jewels had not
yet found a place on Mildred
Pastinio Tlicntcr For the last recreations'
Worm's comely figure and the wed-lln- time today, the picture, "New
feast was still unserved.
Norma Talmatlge, BIG STORM SCENi: IV
Moon,"
There were several stories con-- c is beingfeaturing
Tin: m:v xx play.
also the "Fox
repeated;
th
cause
of
"1Y l'HIKM) THE DEVII'
erning the
mixup, hut News" pictures, the "Mutt and
3o one could say which one was the Jeff" cartoons,
are
the
and
comedy
true one. One was that Miss Wenn being repeated for the last time.
Harry Millarde, director, has HAPPENINGS AT
Hiad merely got mixed on her dates,
made some exciting storm scenes
calin
his latest William Fox Picture
the
Chinese,
J.aving figured by
DON'T BITE I (II!
WASHINGTON IN
endar Instead of the Julian calen- FISH
"My Friend tho Devil." which will
ST Alt :
SI 10. 1.
lTU:t'KM.I
Pastime
at
theater,
the
dar. This would explain why she
be
shown
SKE HIM AT THE IA'KIC
iid not arrive for the wedding as
TABLOID FORM
commencing Thursday, December
there is three days variation this
28. There is one at the beginning
freckled
and
Wesley
Young
year in the two calendars. But it Barry is becomingly modest when of the nicture and one at the end
does not explain why she ran away
come at
interesting
you ask him to talk about him Both in the intensely
The day In Washington
have
Irom home.
self as nn actor of the screen, out pointswell done.story and both
Neither the senate nor the house
been
hoW
to
tell
he
hesitate
you
won't
MILDHFA" is ui;ivimv
was in i ssion.
JUIS.SING FROM CAPITAL! f. We1Sca8
The
meeting nt the
a nicture that has been called a cabinet was devoted mainly to dislin
cares
to
a
cast
he
moment
Deo. 26. Mildren any
Washington,
"bigger and better" photoplay. It cussion of the effects of the new
M'enn, 19 years old, American-reare- d into the water.
many gripping situations that tariff law.
But tho tragedy of hi? young has
Chinese girl, who returned
of supporting In
Advisability
the fact that his mo- are crowned bv a most thrilling modified
home yesterday, according to po- life is duo to WeS
-form, the Borah proposal
on pelice, after having disappeared for and
of
an
conference
economic
for
refuse to be convinced. Several viewer.
several days in pique over the outdoor
world powers, was considered by
scenes were being filmed
of a brldegro
one.
In
for her for
excellent
The east la an
senate republican leaders.
"Rags to Riches" tho Warner
t.y her parents, was reported missnichman, Unrbara
Chief Justice Taft announced
Brothers feature produced by Harry it are Charles
Tooker.
ing again late today.
William
Peggy
Castleton,
senior circuit Judges would
Her wedding had been set for Rapf. During an idle period, whqn Shaw, Bennv Grauer, John Taver-nie- that
meet
here Thursday to discuss the
consultation was on, Wesley perMabio
esterday but her absence caused asuaded
Wright, means of relieving
May,
docket congesDirector Wallace Worsley John Alice
its postponement and the Chinese
Frazer.
Robert
and
Randall
tion in the federal courts.
day off to
vouth, George Xiira Lee of New to let him take a half
on'
based
Georges
is
The
story
Administration
leaders in the
Tor It, came today to claim her. She fish. The director was promised
Ohnet's famous novel, "Doctor
senate mre reported opposed to
was permitted to accompany a a big catch as reward, and the lad
of
the McKeller shipping bill amendJnend to the theater, police re- left with dreams
ments which call for the abroga"Rags to Riches" is being related, while her uncle went to obtion of oommerclal treaties disBODY OF ONE MEMBER
tain a marriage license. Shortly peated nt the Lyric toady.
criminating against the United
nfterward bhe could not be found,
MISSING
OF
OF
CREW
IS
CORNWALL
AXXE
States.
was
it
added, and the wedding
SVPI'OHT fiU'HH SW.WSON
once more was postponed.
TUG CORNELL FOUND
IX "IIKIt (.ILDF.l) CAGE"
It Is said that the daughters of
Mildren Wenn is the daughter
500 of America's richest men have
i t Wing LIm Wenn, owner of resErie, Pa., Dec. 28. The body of married titled foreigners, "and that
The little sister of the stars!
taurants here and In other cities.
That would be a most fitting title Mike Poytoysh, a member of the the aggregate dowry falls little
In In Kngland a far greater for Anne Cornwall, pretty ingenue crew of the missing tug Cornell of short of three quarters of a billion
(lumber of smoking Jackets are actress, who plays the sister to Cleveland, was brought Into port dollars.
, liought
by women than men.
Gloria Swanson In the latter's new here late
today by the tug Gilmore.
The face was scalded and marine
men said the Cornell went to the
bottom, carrying the seven members of tho crew, after a boiler exo

if

'!

.
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Prohibition officers of Director
Snyder's office yesterday afternoon
arrested Juan Chavira of Barelas.
in whose possession they 'stated
n
still, a
they found a
gallon of corn whisky and 100 gallons of mash.
This is the second
have arrested
time the officers
Chavira within a few weeks, they
stated. The first time, it was reported, he was seen carrying a
still across the Santa Fe
He was out on bond for the
first charge when arrested yesterday. At Chavira's house the officers arrested Nick Garcia, who,
they say, was in a happy frame of
mind and had but recently made
A gallon of porn
several sales.
whiskey was found In his possession.
Tho prohibition office yesterday
announced
the arrest of Frank
Scaramelinl at his place plx miles
south of the city. A
still
still were found in
nnd a
his possession, the officers reported, the larger receptacle being
on the stovo filled with mash. Two
hundred gallons of wine and 100
three-gallo-

right-of-wa-

Opposite City Hall
BUSINESS TRAINING, such as is
given in our DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS would
assist you to a good position.
WINTER TERM JUST STARTING
now.
Enroll
May & Hosking.

Telephone 627

A THOROUGH

Pbasanf aro the do!i$ue-comments of your gussts
wh$n your coH is
"Good to tho last drop"
d

PEACEFUL CHRISTMAS
PASSED BY IRELAND

y.

Dublin, Dec. 26. (by the Associatn
ed Press). Ireland
passed
For nearly
peaceful Christmas.
three days the country has been
free from crime. The cabinet ministers for the first time In many
weeks left the government buildings, going to spend the holidays
wth their families.
The railway companies report
that somo 3,000 persons crossed
from England to pass the holiday
period with relatives In Ireland. of
These are regarded as signs
Increased confidence in the government but anxiety is; not alto-

gether absent.
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FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO,

510

PROFIT

YOUR BUYING WILL

s,

need it.
Real, genuine savings are here today, tomorrow, all the time! The J.
sells in enormous quantities.
Company, in its hundreds of stores, buys and
we price lower, and maintain high quality. Surely, if you stop to consider
tion of "sales and savings" your, buying will greatly profit because cf the
can practice at our stores.

of our bread is a slice of gooda genuness, of wholesomeness
And our loaf
ine staff of life
is baked as only expert bread
bakers know how. uniformly good
throughout, with that crisp golden brown crust.

PIONEER BAKERY

you

now

your car with

and enjoy their

famour motor

i

iid-Seas-

to be found here; see

Sdnta Fo forrt'eo,
1

1

t

!

.

-

Of' :ffll

Ai A. SOUVENIR
IFROMJNOIAI

C.

on

will Save You a Great

our Windows.

Deal of

To be smartly dressed at moderate
cost is the aim of every woman,
and in our offering of modish
dresses at the prices featured we
are making possible the achievement of this aim. Prices

Placing an order for 10,000 ot
these handsome coats for the pat-

rons of our 371 busy stores, secured a price concession that gives
a saving to you of truly remarkable proportions. Prices
.

10.80 to $24.75

$9.90 to $19.75

VALUES EXCEL

WILL FIfiD OUR

GO WHERE YOU W1LL-- Y0U

Shoes

Dry Goods

Bedding

Selected with great care Comforts in large, size, All our merchandise is
$2.49 to $5.90
by skilled buyers of chil- Blankets of best cotton, standard quality, no secdren's wear of displays
for big beds
onds or shoddy materials
$1.49 to $3.98
offer the greatest possithoroughly dependable
ble advantages to moth- Woolen Blankets, heavy
6ize
in
long
weight,
every particular. Your
ers seeking the best val$4.98 to $9.90
ues for the least outlay Sheets of standard quali- needs can be supplied at
of money.
great savings whether
ty material
98c to $1.98
you buy silks, woolens,
You will find our stocks Bed Spreads for double
wash goods or "domestic,
Beds
complete and our personto $5.90
$1.69
compare our values and
al guarantee of satisfacPillows made of real
let your own good judgtion goes with every
feathers, each
ment decide.
98c to $1.98

5 AX- - DO YOO VMST
JTO &eut- - THAT "

tdi

o

thrift you

Penney Go.'s showing
of
Coats

Wonderful Dress valises

Copyright,

BY COLLV. THAT
WOULD BE A FINE
uotc Tn TAKE'

MlfP

Naturally

this ques-

J. C. Penney Co. shoe
values, are of a nationwide popularity.
The
reason they are matfe
under our own supervision, exclusively for our
own stores. They look
nicer, they, wear better,
they cost less.
We have taken care of
your foot troubles for
,

you.

n

to our shoe department will convince
you of this fact.
A visit

I

mmm

BRINGING UP FATHER.
,Tdk

C. Penney

h Selection from J.

the

You WA Appreciate

Children's Wear

EVERJT SLICE

HERE

Don't be influenced by sensational "sale" claims they are rarely genuine! Do
not be persuaded by such claims in buying what you do not need nor before you

."

GRANDCHILD HAD CIIOCPX
' COl'CH
"My grandchild could get no rebad
lief whatever from a very Lan-dlcroupy cough," writes Peter
I
"until
gave
Meyersdale, Pa.,
him Foley's Honey and Tar. It is
a great help for chest and throat
trouble."
CoJghs, colds, croup,
throat, chest nr.ii bronchial Irritations quickly relieved with Foley's
no
Honey and Tar. Contains
opiates lngredlen's printed on the
time
test
of
Stood the
wrapper.
Sold
serving three generations.
Adv.
everywhere.

WEST CENTRAL

er Sales and Savings

r,

plosion.
The Gilmore, searching for the
Cornell since she disappeared last
Thursday, was working her way
along the Canadian shore when the
lookout sighted a yawl. The tug
was hove to and picked up tho little craft about 15 miles off' Port
Colburn.
Poytoysh's body, lightly clad, was
of the yawl.
lying in the bottom Gilmore
crew,
Members of the
after picking up the body, searchbut
tftcy
reported
ed for wreckage
of
that the yawl was tho only sig-the Cornell in that region. .

to

Prices

371 DEPARTMENT STORES

Ar-en- al

lY-u-

iByy

Assures
Lowest

incorporated

TtBZ2

1rffll

Buying

for our
871 Stores

1921. by

th

Registered U.

International New. Service
B. Patent Office.

NO UKe TO,
GOT tONEi

YOU

HAKE
THE.,r,

SPEECH-

ALLTHft,
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NOT
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By George McManus
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comfort,

convenience.;
'Fred

HarvoyMoals
Add the ihituntttoucA
O

Ark For our

"C&liforni

Picture

--Av3!W

Stop 4ro"d&yA Or)

longer at
National Park.'
It J only a fhort
yide trip

tw

BooKi

California Limited'
'CrAnd Canyon And
.

.Tourit Sleeper to-California." booklet

!
,

"

'

R. W. HOYT, Agent
Phone 204
Albuquerque, N. M,
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Aft

ITClPS IlKATj
x.it;'s soiutow

had regained her color, and grievAnnabel
Chicken l'at ts. HutU'r
t'Ol XTIlV (M I! TIIK 1AN8.VT JCNIOU IX)irrl(;lITLY HOLDS
ed less at night. Seeing the good
Wort Nn ton
it was doing her, Mrs. Roberts prodkaws sotii:r s intj:iu:st lU'SIXKSS MKKTINU
If you are substituting chicken
ST.
HILLY
The Junior Fortnightly club net fat for butter, remember It goes
From the first moment that
POSSUM.
longed their stay another two
Chapter
Christmas bells and Christmas hoi-l- y last night at Miss Gertrude Thomp- farther than, butter and loss should
Even though Nellie felt she had weeks.
kiddies love Billy Possum he's
"Six
,
announced the approach of the son's studio for a. business meet- bei used.
weeks
in
this
such a
heavenly
done right, she was saddened, and
t
toy for
Nellie exclaimed when told. he can'tdandy
KlarJ Reason, and Christmas
plans ing. A courso of study for the
be broken. Any woolen
often wept over her lost romance place!"
for parties and (lances 'liegnti to next few months and the discussion
"Oh, how wonderful!
Shall I ever material with a
Stilled Feathers
nap may be used
always at night so that Mrs. Hob be able to settle down and work with felt
take form, the annual Christmas of a tentative program for the
for tail, soles and tars.
V"
ot b
U.M agn in
fori
"open house" nt the Country elun club were the chief faints brought
clay" and
T'ed'
Mand
The
No.
cuts in
pattern
caused society's heart to beat a up, About 20 members were pres- - tun nr thr..H .lava
"you'll work all the better for a one' size and
Kent not the "Ot IlllllK her UngmtetUI. The Dig,
requires
little play spell," Mrs, Roberts reyard
little faster, ltjs always the bright ent.
lawn
tho
rambling
and
house,
the
note
result.
country
powder
material with
Nellie had said nothing of
yard
0- spot on the holiday nodal calentho old trees, the flowers all de- turned.
her plans, what she intended to do k'lt for tail, soles and ear".
dar; und this year, with its com- MRS. ROSEIXGTOX TO
never
left
She
her.
had
lighted
Toast
Price
15c, stamps or coin (coin
and Mrs. Roberts had asked no
petent committee and the announ- ENTERTAIN AT HRIIXiE
fUho best toast is made
from New York since the day so long quest ions, Rut now sho said:
cement of tho plans for entertainpreferred).
Mrs. Georgo Itoslinglon will en- bread that has been cut and plasfd ago when she arrived with Miss
"Have
in
you
ment, it has held the center of the tertain
anything
view,'
this afternoon at one ut on the rack over the stove to dry Carter's old stray suit case. It was Nellie?"
tstajje.
almost like a new world arM in
tho most interesting parties of the previously to the toasting.
ao.
xnmK
i
l
shall
go
Beginning at three o'clock In the
perhaps
spite of her heartache she enjoyed with Corn. I 1 ate to be In the
season, when about fifty
afternoon, cars were seen rolling. holiday will
herself.
same
gather at the Rosllng-to- n
over the mesa to the clubhouse. guests
she
flushed
Whites
building
again,"
Stiff Egg
For her heart, did ache. It had
homo for bridge. Ferns and
where red poinsettias and pungent
Add a pinch of cream ot tartar not been easy to give up the man hotly, "but beggars can't be choosout u
ers, you know."
evergreens, all splashed over with Christmas flowers will carryas vill to the eggs
half
are
to:
when
sho
looked
whom
she
they
up
loved;
"How would you like to have n
candle-ligh- t,
had transformed the Christmas color scheme,
beaten and continue to beat until who typified all that was fine and
private place, nioiv private than is
cluhrooms into a "Chriflttrms-y- "
fall.
will
stirf
The
not
to
whites
his
her.
been
Never
It
had
good
will
add
Mrs.
Mr.
and
a noun town oineei
Jioslington
i nave a
world apart. Tea tallies were bright
even if not used Immediately.
money or his social position thut friend who
is nt the head of n
with flowers and sliver appoint- another delightful event to the,a
held her. Those hud formd the charitable
with
calendar
social
Christmas
orI have
while
of
the
organization.
ments,
the strains
Will Prevent Rust
stumbling block In her way one written her and
she needs a secre
chestra made the guests Impatient masked ball at Monkbrldgo Manor
so
had
she
that
felt
she
grown
huge
If
are
irons
you
away
tary. The pay isn't quite as much
putting
for dancing. The music was more Saturday evening.
for any length Of time, rub them never could get over it. And be- as you have been gettlnar but the
than good, as reports go: and at
with a little fat that contains no cause she was honest, wished for surroundings are nice and refined.
one time more than 150 people AIRS. REATTY OIVES PRETTY
fat. and hts happiness as well as her own. What do you say?"
salt, such as mutton
were crowded on tho floor dancing. CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY
"I say I'll take it!" Nellie tbren
them In brown paper other- sho had unselfishly put him out of
read
the invitations
Although
her life.
One of tho prettiest of the many wrap
her anus impulsively about Mrs.
three until six", tho crowd did noi Christmas dinner parties given dur- wise they, will rust.
Miss
he'll
"Maybe
marry
Dorothy i.oiierts neck. "I havo been won
betfin to break until half past ing the last few days was the one
now," she would say when at night
If I could go back where I
A Towel Handy
seven.
she would .erieve. "She's his kind." dering
which Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beatty
at
would see him. It would bo hard
Airs. J. E. Swillum headed the were hosts Christmas day.
A towel near the sink will be a
The
So grateful was sho to Mrs. Rob- at first.
Maybe he would feel em
committee in charge and was as- -'
of great saving on aprons and
erts that she would not show any
table held a center-piec- e
too."
for the housewife is con- sorrow during the day. She de- barrassed,
siited by Mrs. J. A. Reidy and 1,1 rs. adining
tree, showChristmas
miniature
Order patterns by number. Send
Then
von will
Ij. A. Hice', who presided In the ered with Christmas "snow" and tinually washing her hands, and if voted herself to the old lady, and take the I'll write thnt
all orders direct to Fashion Do'
position."
Mrs.
no
by
is
is a they took long
towel
it
while
there
dining room, pouring;
rides
handy,
ornaments,
the
with
Please, if von think I can rtn partment, Albuquerque
Morning
Frank Hubbell, Jr., Mrs. 33. T. gleaming of red were hung from great temptation to use one's country roads, Nellie along
drivin.1 a the work satisfactorily."
Journal, 230 South Wells street,
!Lassctter and Mrs. Lester Cooper, streamers
Colold horse, while Mrs. Robapron.
gentle
the
men
to
places.
"I
guests'
tree
i.
know
1,
the
can.
go,
and the office
j
who poured; and by Mrs. W. C. ors of red and ,reen were carried
erts talked to her of her own girl- isn't so far you
from tho house. You
hood.
Held, who assisted in receiving.
can walk back and forth.
out in many flowers anu paper
That
O
She not only loved hut thorough will be a saving as well as
cream.
Put the cheese balls
streamers. The guests were Mrs.
RIPPLING RHYMES
good for tie
ly admired
Nellie, her force of your health."
MRS. COORS AT
on the pineapple, sprinkle with
Mollie Bralnerd, Mr. and Mrs. W.
character.
had
been
She
Mr.
JIOMF OX CHRISTMAS
exposed
"I
some
nuts
can
I
hopo
and serve with maydo
chopped
clay
j Crltz, Miss Lillian ShunUs,
to ninny temptations that, Mrs.
Ry Walt Mason
Mrs. Henry G. Coors was at home
for you; something to onnaise and whipped cream.
Whltely and Irl Huffsettier.
Roberts knew and had kept her- something
Christmas morning to a host of
O
repay
you
show
Cooked
you how I love
Ingredi-eut- s
.Mayonnaise
self clean a"l good. Her beauty, you, Nellio
friends who called to wish her and MR. AND MRS. CH ARLES WHITE
returned, her eyes fill(a) three tablespoons flour,
SERVICE
her high spirits made her attrac- ing. She would
Mr. Coors a "merry Christmas."
not
have
to
ask
OPEN
JIOlM
teaspoon paprika, one
HAVE
When first I bought a
tive to everyone who knew her; for reference
O
Mr. George, so teaspoon sugar,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. White,
teaspoon
'twas
in the misty long but thev were also a hire for those Mrs. Roberts from
and
assured her. She salt,
:i. AXT MRS. DANATIY
assisted bv Mis. Jack ltaynolds
teaspoon musago the dealer made an ardent who eared nothing hut for the would be saved all
held
L.
open
embarrassment,
THOMF.
llrehmer,
Mrs. H.
tard; (b)
cup cold wamoment.
spiel of service that lie would be- passing
That she had have a nice situation
and be able
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Danahy and house Christmas eve at the White stow and so I grasped the steering kept herself the same innocent
(o) one egg yolk,
gin to remain In the house with Mrs. ter;
olive or salad oil, two tableoung son, Tom, Jr., were at home home. The living rooms were fill- wheel and pushed the tumbril to she had been ..when she left Hudcup
Her clothes were all in spoons vinegar or lemon
on Christmas eve, to receive their ed with bright red poinsettias and and fro. In those dark days our son Corners to make her own way Koberts.
juice.
order, tho best she ever had luid.
their motor cars were needing bervlce in the world Mrs. Roberts was
Mix (a) thoroughly,
many friends who came to wish roses, which were the gifts ofcalled
add (bl
a
sure.'
us m- goon "all I
Over friends. Over thirty guests
vl.v
them a merry Christmas.
were full Her motherly heart yearned over whi
all
until
the
works
tho
time;
smooth,
stirring
"fx
bring
,ZSI
during the eve during the evening.
7:.UI.ruefullytheto herself. to boiling point, stirring constant
of squeaks and jars, and every the girl, who never had known a
thirty people calledwere
said rather
O
!
assisteu
l.v.
Boil
I
Woui'l
two
was
ning. The hosts
mother's
care.
a
minutes.
and
This
will
crime,
piston
on r. no any us,, to me bo
" all won
Mrs. Agnes Averyt and MifcS Aud ,IOM,V SCORE (
"As long as I live she (shall have 'mil
break some rods or bars whene'er
very thick. Set aside to cool.
I ,1 let
nlnin
are
PEFFEEl
Sehach.
MRS
Z
WITH
a
1
MEETS
When cool add (c), alternating
a hill
friend," she said to herself.
to wear."
tried to climb. And Y.
ley
O
Tho weeks fairly flew by. Nellie
The Jolly .Score club met last Spink, tho man who said he'd give
the beaten yolk with oil and vineTomorrow Home Again,
on me service
as wheat, would
MR, AND MRS. REATTY
night with Mrs. R. 30. Pefflcy an
gar.
good
to
ri".ST Rio Grande boulevard,
spend
start my motor when 'twas dead,
'in HAVE NKW YEAR'S
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beatty will evening at bridge.
and make Its pulses strongly beat:
SFGGESTIONS
O
ho often left his downy bed. to
entertain Frank Kelly of Chicago,
To Wash Clothes Line Take a
TO MEET
make my bus go up the street. The!
formerly of Oskaloosa, Iowa, next C. AND C. CT.T-board about eight or ten inches
week, when lie will stop over on THIS AFTERNOON will meet this years have gone, and Y. Z. iipir.k
wide, and long enough to wind
The C. and C, club
his way to the east from California
does business at the ancient stand,
the clothes line on singly. Wind
Mr. Kelly is making a tour of tho afternoon with Miss Helen lilako-mor- and I have sent to him, I think,
around tho board and wash with
Mr. and Mrs. Keatty
some fifty men with coin in hand
southwest.
a
MENU HINT
scrubbing brush in hot soapO
of a cupful of hot milk
who wished to buy cheap cars of
formerly lived in Oskaloosa and
Broukfubt
over one cupful of cooked rice suds.
have been friends of Mr. Kelly's for RFSY TEX' WILD
or boats more sumptuous
zinc,
and work with a fork to separate
Grape Fruit
EXTERTA N 11 1 SRANDS
and grand. I say to them, "This
many years.
Corn Meal Mush
the grains. Add half a cupful ot useWhen Dusting Fibre Furn:ttire,
The Rusy Ten club, a group of delegate will promise service ?hen
a paint brush of convenient
Milk
an
for
meet
Top
who
eornmeal to the hot mixture, two size.
regularly
ladies
,T. R. 1IFHNDOXS
he
and
is
all
says
good
you
buy,
Toast
Coffee
afternoon of needlework, will en- and straight, like George, he canENTERTAIN ON CHRISTMAS
tablespoons of bacon fat, half a
Washing Tiicolet Mouse SimLuncheon
Friday not tell a
their husbands
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Iltrndon en- tertain
teaspoon of salt and one
this makes at hi! Warmed Over
ply hang the blouse on a clean
little party. with every lie;"
Creamed Turnips
of
been
brown
who
tertained nt an informal Christ- evening, at an informal and
skate
lias
Set
sugar.
Mrs. A. fooled
Cream Cheese and Pineapple
- wooden rod, then tie the rod to
TIT!.
,UI,ln iurt
mas party Monday evening at their Mrs. Ferdinand Lerch
..o.u
wie mixture;, i. n cloth"slino
by some false guy. That
ueii .1.
I ia
o J.t
Salad
r..t
by means of a
home. This is an old established M. W'igglesworth will be the host merchant ornaments his town who
,nl
uu
tt
"
nour
nail
qi
itjpiui
In tho winter months
s home.
Muffins and Marmalade
custom of the family, which Is one esses at Mrs. I.erch
and three teaspoonfuls of baking stout string.
makes his talk of service good; he
O
tho
over
rod
place
the back of
Tea
of Altmqucrnue's oldest and most
powder. Beat it thoroughly. Bake two chairs.
gains a, fine and high renown far.
ENTERTA I XI D
In this manner the
Dinner
in well greased muffin pans in a
far outside his neighborhood; and
prominent; and during the evening, TWENTY
BREAKFAST
blouso
AT
dries
CHRISTMAS
numof
Warmed
and rewere
Roast
Over
the
Beef
in
smoothly
his
crown,
hot oven for twenty minutes.
there are diamonds
recipients
they
For eighteen years Mr. and Mrs. that glitter as such Jewels should,
quires no ironing.
Creamed Potatoes
berless hearty greetings from old
Cream
Clieesc
and
enterbeen
have
Strumouist
Pineapple
John
friends.
Buttered Beets
Salad Place a slice of pineapple
breakfast"
of the Ku
O
Klan ot
taining at "Christmas
Bread and Butter
on a lettuce leaf, make balls of tho state of Indiana Klux
WOMAN
AND
JAPANESE
tho
of
members
fur
family
the
have applied
Gingor-brppCanned Peaches cream cheese softened with
MR. AND MRS. ASPTNWAMj
IltThis
ceremony
In
a
the city.
for articles of incorporation.
Coffee
ENTERTAIN AT DINNER
3 CHILDREN SHOT AND
of a big
Mr. und Mrs. Harry F. Aspin- - starts with the unloading
is followed
and
Christmns
tree,
SERIOUSLY WOUNDED
wall entertained at dinner Christ
TODAY'S RECIPE
lu o'clock breakfast. This
mas. eve for Mr. and Mrs. William with
Mnfliiib Two cups flour, butwere gathered
Christ year twenty people home
Brvce and their family.
26.--on North
Saeramento, Calif., Deo.
tho Strumquist
ter or other shortening the size
and Christmas at
mas decorations
Cora Saki, a Japanese, and of an
Sixth street, and included besides
two teaspoons baking
spirit made the occasion a bright the members of the family in urbe. her three small children are dan- powder, egg.
milk enough to make a
and happy one.
wounded
a
in
Sacramento
Batesvillo.
of
Wilds
Mrs.
gerously
Mary
batter a little thicker than for
Mr. and Mrs. Aspinwall had as
Mr. and Mrs. 'illinm Valen-tin- e
today and officers from pancakes.
Beat in one or more
their guests on Christmas night, Ark.,and little son Hilly of 301 Paso, hospital
the sheriff's office are nearching eggs
tho last thing. Bake quickMr. and Mrs. Harry Braun, 'hen and Niles Strumquist of Deming. for
named Shumato. who is
a(man
in
muffin
A full
ly
dinner
brought N. M.
a prettily appointed
rings or tins.
pound in
suspected of having been connected
Whole Wheat Muffins Make
with the shooting.
together tho two families.
can no fancy adverevery
like
above
in
O
recipe,
OF
and
stirring
been
victims
PRESIDEXT
The
had
shot
WRMKIt
tising stunts, premiums, couGROrFS MEET FOR
SCHOOL OF MINT0S IS MARRIED there was evidence that another whole wheat flour instead of
CHRISTMAS DINNER
Word has been received in the instrument of some kind had been white.
pons or costly frills just a
Rye Mnffins To be fried In
Among the many groups who city of the marriage of Mrs. Mary used, as a hand of one of the lard
fine quality baking powder
or
In
baked
on
muffin
dinners
a
was
for
and
shred.
I..
New
of
children
rings.
Ulm. Minn.,
united
family
Seigel
hanging by
sold honestly.
One pint milk, stir in rye flour
never fails!
Christmas, were the II. F. Robin- 30. A. Drake, former president of The injured persons were brought to
make a stiff batter, three
s
sons and the diaries Filers, all thp New Mexico School of Mines to town by a neighbor, who told
Write
for
Cook
Book
a
little palt. Set to
yeast,
of whom met at the Robinson home at Socorro, N. M., now associat the officers he believed the shootit's FREE!
professor of English and economics ing was the outcome of a dispute rise over night. In the morning
for dinner.
at the college of mines of Texas between the husband of the woman stir in two teaspoons of sugar,
Rumford Chemical Works
three eggs, then add sufficient
university at 101 Paso. The wed and Shumato. over a lease.
MR. A XI) MRS. EMORY DAVIS
East St. Louis, III.
wheat flour to mojm a suitable
ding took place in Prescott, Ariz,
ENTERTAIN AT EOS IX'NAS
Tho cere
Miss Ulna Ray, of Calcutta, In- batter to drop In the fat.
If
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Herndon and on Christmas morning.
was performed at the home dia, has undertaken the editorship baked they require from one-haJ. 33. Ilerndon, Jr., of Dallas, Texas, mony
Commander and Mrs. Milton and management of a weekly
to
of an hour.
and Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Maloy of
in 'Prescott. The latter
Corn and Rice Muffins Pour
motored down to Loa Lunas Christ- Updegraff
Is a sister of the bride.
Professor
mas day to spend the holiday with and Mrs. Drake will spend a few
Mrs. Ilerndon's niece, Mrs. Emory days in Los Angeles before returnIJavls, and Mr. Davis. They were ing to El Paso to make their homeguests of the Davis's at Christmas
O
dinner, and returned lato In the If. OF C. BALTj
afternoon to the city.
TO RE BHJ AFFAIR
O
An informal ball for the Knights
of Columbus and their friends is
IDEAL BRIDGE CIA'B
to be one'of tho largest entertainHAS CHRISTMAS PARTY
Mrs. F. M. Lyons gave the Ideal ments of tho Christinas
season.
in
unuBual
club
Over 150 guests will dance from
something
bridge
a bridge party yesterday when shea. nine until midnight in Colombo
hall, and afterwards, refreshments
gave her guests, after bridge,
Christmas party, with a Christmas will be served.
small
with
loaded
tree
gifts.
nights will also be
Visiting
among the guests and are expected
to swell the number Invited. The
patronesses will be Mesdames J. A.
Ileidy and Charles White, and the
patrons, Dr. J. A. Reidy, Charles
White, M. S. Tierney, Thomas Kele.
her, J. J. W'eggs, and John Her- kenhoff.
The Misses Marcella
MarReidy, Eunice Herkenhoff,
FOR THE
White
and Beatrice Sutcliffe
garet
will assist In serving refreshments.
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Pi.l7AfV TH JC THOMPSON!

Dear Mrs. Thompson:
We are
two chums seventeen and eighteen
years old and have been going with
a couple of boys about tiie same
ago for a month. They have asked
us to marry them, but wo think we
are too young. They will not listen
to no for an answer, however. They
are popular and two other girls
would like to go with them What
would you advise us to do?
RRU.NKTTES.
Young men of eighteen are too
young to marry, and you also are
very young. Tell them tn wait a
year or two longer and your answer will moan more..
Dear Mrs. Thompson;
I am a
girl sixteen year, of age. I will be
seventeen in four months. Do you
think 1 am too young to go riding
with a boy eighteen years of aye.'
I ouly go twice h week and am always in by ten or ten thirty.
Tho boy I go with Is a Christian
and has no bad habits whatever.
He says he loves me and 1 believe
Win, but ho thinks I am too yating
to know what true love is. Do vou

J

an afterthought or to pny for some
On
thing received is valueless.
sour fiance's mother's birthday, or
at Eister time you might send a.
girt, nowever.
Dear .Mrs. Thompson:
We are
chums in school and are betweea
fourteen and fifteen years old. Wa
admire a boy about the same age
but he doesn't seem to notice tis at
all. ito likes a girl in the same
grade as we are, but we would like
to havo him for our chum.
How
can we win his affections?
MASSEY'S CHUMS.
Give up all thought of winning
the hoy's affections. To make such
an effort would bo in decidedly bad
taste. Speak when you meet, tjut
do nothing further.

Journal Want Ads. bring results

Pork Tenderloins
60c Lb.

I am?
Do you think It

think

proper for him
to put his arm around me.
DADDY'S GIRT,.
Yes, you are too young to go
with
a boy. He puts his arms
riding
around you and talks ot love, and '
although he is a gentlonian, you
can never tell what circumstances
(might lead to. I.et him call on you I
in your home, but yo not go riding.
At the age of sixteen you can
scarcely be sure of your iove. It
might last, but love at thnt age is
usually infatuation which dies later
on.
It Is not proper for the boy to
put his arms around you.
Dear Mrs Thompson:
I am a
widow, forty-eigyears old. My
husband has been dead a yenr. Be- fore his death wo had a man In his
early thirties rooming at our house.
Soon after the death of my hus- band ho married and moved away,
Now I feel that I have no one in
the world to turn to unless it. Is
this man. I realize I have no rlnlm
on him. but because of some legal
difficulties I want to consult him
about a lawyer and see what he
thinks of fny problem. Ho ;nu
tltlnk his wife could possible object
if I asked l.im to oume to see me
to talk over the matter? MRS. W.
The wife would have no reason
to object if you called at. their
home, hut I would not advise vou
to nsk the man to come to your
home,
Dear Mrs. Thompson: T received
a Christmas present from my fiance's mother and I did not send
her anything. Would you advise
me to send a New Year's gift or
merely show her mv sincere appreciation of her gift In a letter?
i

j
'

j

i

Brains 20c Lb.
Spare Ribs 20c Lb.
Swift Premium Ham

Butts 20c Lb.
Swift Premium Ham
Shanks 20c Lb. .,
Lean Boiling Meat
15c

Lb.

Shoulder Steak
20c Lb.

Jones Sausage
45c Lb.
Sunsweet Prunes,
large size

Lbs. 3Sc
Sunsweet Prunes
small size
2 Lbs. 23c
Sunsweet Apricots
2

11-o- z.

Pkg. 30c

CUARA.

Write the letter, showing vonr
appreciation. A gift whl.h comes as

table-spoonf-

99c SALE IN PROGRESS

nv-in- tr

Honest Packages

table-spoon-

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER 27, 1922

It

BAKING

POWDER

lf

three-quarte-

of Women's and
Misses

-

tonight

Hre You Prepare
HEW YEAR'S

BUSINESS
WITH

Transfer Cases ?

.......

Letter size
.$2.10
size
$2.70
Legal
Steel Letter size... $7.00
Steel Legal size... $7.80
Letter Size Folders. $1.75
Legal Size Folders. $2.75
Letter Size Indexes . .75c
Legal Size Indexes. $1.00

STROP'S
BOOK

STORE

"The Office Man's

V

Supply House"

Strong, full bodied,

HllYCES ENTERTAIN
AT CHRISTMAS DINNER
Mr. and Mrs. William Bryce were
hosts at a family dinner on Christmas day, when they entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Eob Miller, thefr

and

d

mm.

O

daughter;

John, James and David Burton.

M'JB

MISS HARLOW ENTERTAINS
AT CHRISTMAS PARTY I
Miss Alma Harlow entertained
quite delightfully at her apartment
on the evening of Christmas.
As

M-J--

part ot the entertainment each

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

actually

makes more cups of real
coffee per poun. .
To get a better cup of
coffee use less

and

guest was asked to bring something costing not more than ten
cents iMJ to write a verso about
it after he came. Before the verse
was read the article was asked for
by gome one of tho number and
the way the men asked for powder puffs and such effirninate articles while tho g'rls took cigarettes and such Jlke, was truly
shocking to the really moral person. Of course the verses were
inspiring.
After having given Santa Claus
24 hours in which to bring what
was wanted, the men dictated letters to tho girls containing their
next Christmas wishes, and it is
notable that while all business
points were to have been considered, the letter' asking for a given
quantity of moonshine was awarded
tho prize In spite of many poor
points.'
Tho guests were Misses Ethel
Clifford, Elsa Ensminger and Pearl
W. Robertson, MaurHale, and
ice Dodd, Herbert Bass and Leon
Van Proyer.

Coffee

B

than ordinary coffee, be-

cause

is concen
trctted coffee goodness.
Coffee from
Buy
M'J--

M-J--

B

B

your grocer.
Gross, Kelly

8b Company
Wholesale Distributors

"The Quality Coffee of America"

Las Vegas
t

m

SantaF

and you will like Tree Tea

mB' mi

STOCK IN THESE BIG LOTS
EVERY GARMENT IN OVR HUGE

525 $30
$60 $70
THERE

35

$40

$3090

is only one way to

clear a stock of
merchandise and that is to
price it so low as to make it irresistible. Bear In mind every
coat, suit and dress in our huge
stock is in this sale which presents an unusual opportunity to
invest that Christmas money to
good advantage. Here are the
most beautiful coats, suits' and
dresses that have ever come into New Mexico. The stock as a
whole includes every new style,
every new color," and every material new this year. We cannot
too strongly urge your attendance at this sale.

$50
$160

UNDER THE MISTLETOE

BY THE WAY

ALBKitERQULriCltiilHGitLTiML

Add to all the others, "Pay Up Week."
They put it off as long as they could.

NKWSPAPEK
AN INDEPENDENT
Published By
tO.MIWNV
JOIKNAL PI

Hl.lslll;

JOSKPH TAUSEK

West

310

ve
""'1 "7

Kli

mutter at the postufticc
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M.. and entry in Simla Fe. N
of
Congress of Mnrrh 17
M., pending, under act
1879

SUBSCRIPTION

6ne month by carrier or mull
Three months

KATES

8!c
2 fit)

4

3

(Sold

What Europe should do in all fairness
'now is establish a good trade school for
royal heirs.
The Near East peace conference isn't
going to wait to wind up in a fight. ' It
"
has begun in one.

tt'i"'.--

'i'..v.

4

t

!""

MEM BEH OF THE ASSOCIATED PUKSS
to
The Assoclsted Press is exclusively entitled to
of all news' credited
the use. for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.

December

27. 19

limit.
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thieves for
a majority
OA

i

i

A:

ii,t

d

j

J

f
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M

to $8.00.

Kansas City

Kansas City. Dec. 26 (XT. S.
Cattle
of Agriculture).
Receipts 13,000. She stock steady
to strong. Better grades cows, $5.50
bulk others, $4.00(14 75;
(4)6.00;
most heifers. $6.60 down; bulk cutcanners generters, $3.00rl3.50;
ally $2.50(u'2.75; all other classes
trade slow on
with
around steady
steers and most grades of heiftrs:
early top steers, $9.25; other sales.
bulls, $3.75i
bulk
$6.25S.50;
4.25: best vealers selling freely at

i

It

might

2

r,

71
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul.... 20
27
Chino Copper
26
Colorado Fuel & Iron
70 V4
Cruciblo Steel
14
Cuba C'ano Sugar
10VA
Erio
78 Vi
Great Northern pfd
36
Inspiration Copper
44 Vi
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
36r
Kennecott Copper
27 Vi
.Miami Copper
16
Missouri Pacific
N'ew York Central
95
75
Northern Pacifio
46
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 14
81
Fteading
46
Republic Iron & Steel
31
Sinclair Oil & Refining
89 Mi
Southern Pacific
25
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ....140
Texas Company
47',i
56
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific.
137
United States Steel
10(i H
64
Utah Copper

The Markets

think of it.

be all right to shimmy on the first
p
at the half, to tango at the
but no hesitation will be allowed at

By lh

one-ste-

Ananclatrd I'rni,

tote
Book

,

V

j

S

Bip-po- se

Hogs Receipts 15,000. Market
mostly 5c to 10c higher. Packer
aiul shipper top, $8.30; trader top.
averages
$8.35; J 30 to
mostly $".V0Si)8.0O; bulk desirable
190 to
averages, $8.15 gv
mixed weights and quality,
8.30;
$8.00
8.15; bulk of sales, $8.05
8.25: packing sows 10c to 15c higher, $7.35867.50; stock pigs 10c to
20c higher, bulk $7.2307.40; few

Mr. Arbuckle has used hla fat to make n, living telling me ony yestidday that lace
with for some time; now let him try his muscles. curtins a rent neerly as stylish as
ma sed.
OUR IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS
It those fall, let him use his brains If he thinks he they used to bo,
Mrs. Hews, pop sed.
llerray for 111
can make his salt that way.
take them down,
So maybe
In spite of the removal of immigration
ma sed.
Horray for you, pop sed.
fees ranging from $50 for children to r
And put up velvet ones, ma sed.
$250 for adults, immigration to Canada
Help, aid, sucker, I feel brane
fever coming op, lm going out for
between April and October declined 27
a wawk, pop sed.
per cent. Judging by these statistics,
Wlch ho did, me going with him.

87,

the year's high of
and closed
44 Vi for a net loss "
points.
Baldwin
heavily on
that the
speculative
expectation
yearly report will show the common dividend fully earned and n
sizeable sum carried to surplus.
The stock touched 136, a
on the movement, but reacted
to 134 "f on profit taking. Strom-ber- g
closed nearly five points higher, announcement of a proposed
100 per cent Increase In capital and
declaration of a stock dividend being made after the market closed.
A LITTLE LAUGHTER
Elevator dropped two points
j Otis
on official denials that the comv.
pany proposed to spilt up its common shares on a four to one basis.
Joyous Sameness
monotony
the
find
"Don't you
American
sugar stocks were
of Crimson Gulch rather tire- strong despite announcements of a
some?"
in the refined product by some
cut
"Monotony Is all right In its of the larger companies, gains of
7
place," answered Cactus Joe. "The
points each being recorded by
and American
comfort of lookin' at four aces, one American
better Beet Sugar. Sugar
prices for
after the other. Is a heap one
Higher
or
than tho thrill of seeln'
Wyoming crude oil found reflecStar.
tion In gains of one to nearly three
two." Washington
points In Pacific Oil, Phillips Petroleum, Standard OH of California,
Bound to Complain
the Cosden and Producers and Refin"Why did you discontinue
gong in front ers. California Petroleum dropped
practice of beating aannounce
that nearly three points.
of your hostelry to
iome
other Individual
meals were served?" we Inquired. strong of tho
spots were Burns Brothers;
"Everything else on the place
to A,' Chicago Pneumatic To 1, Genbeing satisfactory and according
eral
Plggly Wiggly and
the way a first class hotel should Wells Electric,
Fargo, tho gains ranging
bo run," replied tho. landlord of from two
to four points. Fisher
of
the l'runtvtown tavern, "some
Body broke 10
points on short
the guests! feeling obliged to kick
and
Allied Chemical yielded
selling
complain that IVi in response to speculative
about something,
disthe sound of the gong made their appointment over the failure of the
dinners taste bitter." Kansas City directors to increase the regular $4
Star.
annual
dividend rate at today's
meeting.
Impossible
Rail shares moved In a conflict"I can't cat this soup."
ing manner, Reading, New York
Waiter brings another kind of Central and Louisville & Nashville
recording moderate Improvement,
soup.
while St. Paul common and preinner I can't eat this soup.
for ferred and Lackawarn- - wer re, Walter
angrily but silently kind.
the third time brings another
actionary, the last named dropping
November
TMner I can't eat this soup.
nearly three points.
the
calls
propriearnings statements published thus
furious,
Walter,
far, with the exception of the
etor.
'comnared favorably
Proprietor Why can't you eat Lackawanna,
with those of November of last
this soup?
year.
have
I
Because
Diner (quietly)
Call money opened at 4
per
no spoon. Hotel Register.
cent but advanced to 6 during the
noon
to
hour
and
then
where
Footwork BnrrPd
closed." Thei
were, no changes
The navy boy was home on leave it
In time money and commercial
for the first time, and the old man paper
In each bebusiness
rates,
was admiring his uniform.
dull. With the London mar"But tell me, my boy, why do ing
kets closed because of the
they make the pants so wide at holiday, business In foreignboxing
exthe bottom?"
changes was quiet, with no im"So we can roll them up quick- portant
changes In rates.
ly," explained tho lad.
ices:
Closing
"You're no son of mine," warned American
40
Beet
the old man, "If you'r goln' ter American Can Sugar
73
Jacket
'TIs
feet!
wld
yer
yer
fight
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 56
sleeves that ought to be wide at American Sumatra Tobacco..
28
the bottom." Los Angeles Times. American Tel. & Tel
..122'
Anaconds. Copper
50 Vi
Ills Own Fault
Atchison
102
of
You're
&
41
Baltimore
Hubby
Ohio
an hour lute. M l. at do you mean Bethlehem Steel "B".
60
32
keeping me standing around llko Butto & Superior
a fool?
California Petroleum
04vi,
11'.
The Wife
can't help the way i Canadian T,t,.fPiA
vuu stand.
32 Vi
Stanford ChaparraL
Central Leather

at

t

new-hig-

other causes than restrictive laws on this
The New Mexico Academy of Science has elected
side of the water are holding back immiofficers. Frank Springer, president of the board of f
gration.
University of Las Vegas, was
It is interesting, as well as important regents of the Normal
president; Dr. Charles R. Keyes, president of
to note in connection with the Canadian chosen
the school of mines at Socorro, vice president; Dr.
report that during the period mentioned W. G. Tight, president of the State University,
Albu16,781 immigrants, or almost half the querque,
These, together with
Canadian inflow, came from the United Professor T. D. A. Cockrell, Normal University, and.1
States. This in turn may help to explain Professor J. D. Tinsley, Agricultural College, form the
a labor shortage in this country generally executive committee.
laid to a shortage of immigration.
There
Four
for large business buildings have
has been a good deal of emigration to been Issuedpermits
by the city council of Roswell.
various countries.
Mrs. Olin, at her home on University Hill, served
The whole immigration situation is a
dinner outdoors. This could not have been
puzzle. Who are these folk who are Christmas
leaving the United States for Canada at done in many places outside of New Mexico.
$
Are
the rate of 17,000 in six months?
The following from Albuquerque will go to Las
born
or
or
stock
native
aliens,
good
they
Vegas soon to Institute a lodge of the B'Nal D'Rlth.
Would we rather hold them or with 34 members: B. Spitz, Simon Stern, Noa Hfeld,
poor?
get a strange new crop from overseas? M. Mandell, Sol Welller, Seymour Lewlnson, A.
Manifestly, in studying immigration and Hosenwald, I. Offner, li. Jaffa, A. Fabcr and Kabbi
labor we must not overlook the fact that Kaplln.
we have an emigration problem which
President E. L. Hewett of the Normal University
boars directly on the situation.
It is a ot Las Vegas, will deliver
on Saturday before
serious problem, from whichever point we the American Association papers
for the Advancement of
view it and one that affects every sec- Science at Its meeting In Washington, D. C. His
tion of the country.
subjects will be "The Extinction of the Pecos InWOMEN AS CENSORS

r.

dians", "The Ancient Civilization of Chaco Canyon,"
"The Symbolism of the Powhoget Indian Pottery
Ornaments."

The storm raised over the proposed
Miss Clara Olsen, private secretary to Governor
return of "Fatty" Arbuckle to the films Otero, is the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. V. Chaves.
reveals a new power in public life. It
At
home on the Highlands last
is the power of women as moral censors.
MlesTiessie Thomas pleasantly entertained a
night
The average man's view would prob- number of
young friends.
ably be that of Will Hays. Arbuckle was
to
be
seems
and
he
Shortly before 11 o'clock yesterday morning fire
acquitted,
reforming
give him another chance. The feminine broke out In a closet in the store occupied by the
view, expressed with vigor and unanimity Golden Rule store in the Grant block. The fire was
by Salesman II. Gerhlde and was exby women in many cities, is about like discovered with
little loss.
tinguished
was
Arbuckle
this: "Though
acquitted
Of crime, the testimony in the Rappe ,
case showed him to be a kind of person that we do not want to be reminded
TODAY'S 1IEST TIOUGIT
Of, or to have our children reminded of. '
'
Women, therefore, may bar Arbuckle
from the movies permanently. Women
In short. In life, as In a football game, the prinseem destined to play a big role hereafter cipal to follow is: lilt the line hard; don't foul and
in the application to public life of the don't shirk, but hit the lino hard!
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
moral standards of private life.
--

-
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Rec-

ords for Warm Temperatures of This Season of
Year Were Broken
Chicago,

Dec.

2

C

Throughout
the United States, all previous
authentic records for warm temperature for Christmas day wero broken, according to reports available
today.
Santa Clans returned to his
mythical home In tho cold north
without experiencing zero weather

in nny part of tho oountry.
The highest reading yesterday
was recorded at Fort Worth,
Texas,
where the thermometer registered
78 degrees. Kansas City, Mo., reported a temperature only 10 degrees lower, the warmest .Christmas ever olfii ially recorded there.
Residents of Chicago were given
the hottest Christmas in years with
tho mercury
reaching 45 at 5
U LIUl
ill UIIO ll LCI IIUUI1,
JjXCep- tionally high temperatures pre
vailed over Illinois, Missouri and
Kansas.
In the northwest, visited recently by cold waves that sent the mercury to 36 below zero, above zero
IV

temperatures maintained.
Towns in Montana
ar.d" North
Dakota that reported temperatures
from

20 to 30

degrees below zero

during the cold waves, yesterday

recorded readings above freezing.
Highest temperature readings
yesterday in the eastern states
ranged from 40 degrees at Boston
to 66 at Atlanta, Ga. Gulf states
announced high readings from 66
degrees at El Paso and Galveston,
Texas, to 78 at San Antonio, Texas,
and New Orleans. Top readings
for tho mountain states were reported from 3 4 degrees at Salt
Lake City to 68 at Phoenix, Ariz.

CHICAGO REGIME
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Supporters

His

the City

in

Council Declared Responsible for Alleged Waste

Denver

PRODUCE

and

Mayor Thompson

6.75.

Denver, Dec. 26, Cattle Receipts 1,200. Market 15c to 25c
lieef steers, $4.60&! 8.60:
higher.
cows and
heifers, $3.00 (if 3.75:
and
calves, $5.00fi' 9.50; Blockers
feeders, $3.50 Si 7.23.
Market
1,300.
Hogs Receipts
10c to 20c
higher. Top, $8.35;
bulk, $8.008.25.
Sheep Receipts 7,500. Market
strong to 15c higher. Lambs.
ewes, $4.00 H 6.75;
$12.50(14.25;
feeder lambs, $12.00 12.20.

IT

LEAGUEJSSEHTS

$7.50.

Lambs
5,000.
Sheep Receipts
generally 10c to 15c higher, some
fed lots
up more. Top. $14.85;
514.50
14.80;
clipped
mostly
best
light
$13.10: sheep steady;
ewes, $7.00; others mostly $6.25 &

Chicago, Dec. 26. The Municipal
Voters' league, in a btatement made
public today charged Mayor William Hal,. Thompson and his supporters of tho city council with
responsibility of an. alleged waste
ot city funds In what it declared
excessive payments to five real estate and building experts employed
by

the

city.

In 1920 the Municipal Voters'
league charged "five Thompson
real ofitato expc tin . .got away
with $2,742,666 from the city treasury and drew a total of $3,287,634
in three years, according to the
city controller."
"Chicago's city hall gang is believed to have cost Chicago more
than the Tweed ring cost New
York," the statement continued.
Commenting on the city council's responsibility,
the statement
said:
"Nothing so dastardly and servile; nothing so degrading in Its
tendencies and so deadly to the
Ideals of aldermen, has occurred
In the council since the league wag
organized 27 years ago. It was the
art of a gutted, pliable, incompetent Thompson council"The Pennsylvania and the New
York state capitol grafts, the lobbing of Han Francisco by Ruef's,
machine, and other gems of offl-- ,
clal brigandage show no. such clear,
quick and neat profits to subordinate individuals as our experts
got."
Suits have been filed in court
against Mayor Thompson, the city
controller and tho five experts for
recovery of part of the alleged
wasted money paid the latter.

Chicago
Chicago, Dec. 26. Poultry, alive
higher. Fowls. 131(19c; springs,
turkeys, 25c;
17c; roosters, 13c;
geese, 16c.
RePotatoes; Market steady.
ceipts 54 cars. Total U. S. shipments, 613 cars. Wisconsin sacked and bulk round whites No. 1, 80
95c cwt.; Michigan sacked and
bulk round whites No. 1, 80 90c
cwt.; Minnesota sacked and bulk
round whites No. 1, 75S6c cwt.;
Idaho sacked Rural s No. 1, $1 cwt.:
Idaho sacked Russets No. 1, $1.40
cwt.
Butter Market lower. Creamery extras, 51c; standards, 48 Vic:
extra
firsts, 47 (i 50c; firsts, 44
per cent; low and ruling rate. 4
to 6 per 46c; seconds, 42 43c.
per cent; closing bid,
Eggs Market lower. Receipts
cent.
Call loans against acceptances, 4 3,953 cases. Firsts, 39 40c; ordinary firsts, 35 36c; miscellaneous,
per cent.
Time loans Steady. Mixed col- 37 '38c.
lateral, 60 and 90 days, 4 to 5 per
Kansas City
cent; four.and six months, 4
to
5 per cent.
Kansas City, Dec. 26. Butter
lc
4
Prime
down, 54 50c; packCreamery
commercial
paper,
ing, 28c.
per cent.
to lc
Eggs Market unsettled
lower. Firsts, 36 37c; fresh, 44c.
Tilbcrty Bonds
PASSING OF SENTENCE
New York, Dec. 2 6 Libertv
Poultry Unchanged.,
bonds closed: 3Vs, $1 00.68; second
POSTPONED FOR WEEK
Xi".v York Metals.
4s. $98.40; first 4 Vis, $99.04 ; secNew York, Dec. 26. Copper
ond 4Vis,
$98.42; third 4Vis.
$98.96; fourth 4 Vis, $98.80;
Vic- Firm.
Log Angeles, Dec. 26. Passing
Electrolytic, spot and nearof sentence upon eight rallroid
futures, 14c.
tory
$100.40; U. S. by,
(uncalled),
Tin Firm.
treasury 4 'is, $100.00.
Spot and futures, men convicted of conspiring to Interfere with interstate commerce
$39.00.
Iron Steady. No. 1 northern. by leading a walkout of Atchison.
No. 2 northern, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad
$27.00(fJ29.00;
No. 2 southern, trainmen last summer was post$26.00(5)28.00;
(f
$24.00 ()26.00.
poned for a week when the case
Clilcngo Board of Trade
Lead
Steady Spot, $7.257.35. was called today In the federal
Chicago, Dec. 26. Prospects of
spot first court. Counsel announced the
Improved export
business tended andZinc Quiet. East St.
continuance had been agreed to
nearby delivery. $7.007.10.
today to give an upward
tilt to Antimony
without stating the reason.
Spot, $6,2556.60.
values in tho wheat market. Clos62
c.
bar
silver,
Foieign
ing quotations wei'e firm at the
Mexican dollars, 47 c.
same as Saturday's finish to IV c
FORMER CABINET
higher with, May $1.25 Vi to $1.25
New York Cotton
HEAD PAYS VISIT
and July $1.14
to $1.14Sfc. Corn
New Y'ork, Dec. 26. Cotton fumushed unchanged to
advance,
AT WHITE HOUSE
oats at He to Vic decline to. Vie tures closed very steady. Jan.,
March,
$26.80;
Mav,
guln, and provisions showing a rise $26.64;
$26.87; July, $26.65; Oct., $24.74.
varving from 7c to 10c.
Highest prices of the day In the
wheat market came after word was
received that according to Secre- 50 WOMEN ARE TO BE
tary Hoover on outflow of gold
APPOINTED TO KEEP
from, the United States was helpto
THE ANGEL CITY DRY
restore
the
ing
buying power of
countries to which the gold traveled. Earlier there were intimaLos
Dec. 26. Fifty
tions also that a good export busi- women Angeles,
will be appointed special
ness might be- looked for tomorrow when European markets re- prohibition onagents to keep Los AnNew Year's eve, It Is
dry
sumed activity after the Christmas geles
by Harold H. Dolly,
standstill.
Estimates that 500,000 announced
enforcement
director
bushels had been bought today for prohibition
here.
shipment were like"There was too much Christmas
wise a bullish Influence.
Announcement that the United spirit," naid Dolley. ''We did not
receive
the
States
promised
visible
supply of wheat
showed an Increase of only 628,000 by cafe owners. Co we will see
bushels for thn week,, whereas a what women i.gents can do New
much larger gain had been looked Year's eve. They will be sent to
for, counted somewhat as a han- the leading cafes and hotels. They
be In evening gowns, instructed
dicap to bears.
Throughout the will
enter Into festivities, .obtain the
day, too, It was noticeable'
that to
there was an absence of nny decid- names of violators of dry laws
ed pressure to sell, notwithstandand even make arrests at tables If
ing that primary receipts over the conditions warrant that."
Christmas holiday were about the
largest ever known, .especially In
riON'EER IDAHOAN DIES
tho southwest.
Deo. 26. Sam
Rolse. Idaho,
corn
Although big arrival of
Holliday, aged 70, pioneer stage
here had a dopresstng effect at driver
and former policeman or
first on prices for corn and oats,
at his home Christmas
a rally took place later as a result Uoise, died He
$
came to Idaho in
morning.
of wheat strength.
1881. For more than 20 years he
Provisions were strengthened by was a member of the Boise
police
an early upturn in the hog market force
to that fian
and by liberal export clearances of driven and previous
Elihu Root.
and
in
Nevada,
Idaho,
stages
lard.
for the Wells Fargo company.
Eliha Boot, former secretary of
'losing prices:
Wheat
pee., $1.25Vi;- May.
state in the cabinet of the late
Miss Laurel Miller,
$1.25 Vi; July, $1.14 Vi.
Roosevelt, ,iow seventh-eigh- t
Corn
Dec, 72!4c; May, 72'.ic, astrologist, recently startled astronyears old, recently called om
Naval
omers at the Washington
July, 72c.
White
Oats Dec, 43ic;'-May- ,
by designating the po President Harding at th
45c; Observatory
House in Washington
sition of Eslar and Tusmu,
July, 42 c.
Czeeho-Slo-vak-

secretary-treasure-

Previous Authentic

All

160-pou-

An automatic light for railroad crossFINANCIAL
VI i
'
ings which flashes its warning signal the stretch.
i
Wall Street
The aviators have reached Santa Fe amid a great
only when train are actually approaching
Lee
Day's total sales, 988,000 shares.
all
its
of
Ink.
from
on
to
lines
has
Las
installed
by jeloud
Vegas
emerge
begun
is now being
Pa po
industrials averaged
Twenty
the deluge.
99.94; net gain. .42.
the Rock Island System.
103.43: low, 78.59.
1922:
High,
railroads'
averaged
The feeling has been growing among
Babies at Vaughn and Carrlzozo recently swal-- I
Twenty
was setting at the setting 85.99; net gain, .12.
autolowed pins, and probably because of tho usual
Top
railroad
officials,
workers,
safety
of those necessary articles, It was necessary room window reeding thewaspaper
26. Stock
Dec.
New
Y,ork,
aiUrnoon and ma
mobile clubs and motorists that the old 'shortage
;to have the babies cut open to recover them. The Sattiday
exhibited a firm
and
generally
sed,
pop
prices
imbroidery,
usestationary signs Jhad outgrown their
These curtains may be pritty but tone at the beginning of tho closing
:pins were undamaged.
an
thats about as mutch as 1 can say week of the year. Except for
fulness.
They still serve as grateful
prices In the
Since Santa ClauB has taken to airplane riding, for them. 1 cant get enuff lite advance in crude oil were
crossno
is
a
parthere
to
that
them
notices
Wyoming field,
strangers
the youngsters spend a good deal of time wonder to reed by. Do you wunt mo to ticular
outside news developments
ruin my eyes jest to please a pair
ing ahead. But to local drivers who cross ing if aerial locomotion really it safe.
to account for the rise, tho buying
of dinky lace curtins? he sed.
confidence in
a certain stretch of track day after day
y H'lllyuin, wats dinky about reflecting speculative
is understood that the city commission has them? mai sed. Uoodniss knows business conditions during the first
It
Forcltni Exchange
in the routine of business or pleasure, the resolved to act as a unit during the coming year.
part of next year and aggressive
New York, Dec. 26. Foreign extlipu nivtt nnnt'f. Rhft fled.
shares.
in
special
pool
operations
more
to
even
Cireat Britain demean
it
foolish,
come
That makes
railway crossing sign has
Studebaker was one or tne lmu- - change irregular.
so much about the Indian the ideer of spending a lot of good vidual features, establishes a new mand, $4.64 Vi; rabies, $4.64; 60.
not
We
are
worrying
tree
a
would
familiar
day bills on banks, $4.62
hardly more than
Italy
money to spoil your eye sight, pop
bill as were are about the Christmas bill.
price for the year at 140. demand, 5.12'' cables, 5.13. Belsed. If enybody asked me Id say peak
on pront
or fence post in the same loctaion.
a
but
reac'.insr
point
C.76V&.
demand.
6.76;
lite
tho
to
let
gium
cables,
windows were made
taking, the net gain on thB Jay bo- - France demand, 7.37; cables, 7.38.
Some say the reason the Indian will always be in, he sedThe idea of the automatic crossing
points.
ing 3
cables.
Lo
Germany
.0145;
the
but
demand,
because
to
is
wants
on
the
Farmer
were,
jest
keep
being
Certeny they
New high records for tho year .0146.
39 82.
light is similar to that of the stop signals Hi.
demand.
same ti.ats reel lace on those cur- also were
established during the cables, Holland
39.86.
Norwav
demand.
now being used to an increasing extent
tins, reel hand made lace, I
session by Pond Creek Coal, which 119.10. Sweden demand. 26.92. flen- ma
wat
cost,
they
you forget
is negotiating with Henry 1 ord for mark demand. 20.76.
We have noticed, however, that Lo, when his oil
on motor vehicles all over, the country.
Switzerland
18.99.
have permitted him to buy an automobile, sed.Dont remind me, pop sed. If I the sale of some of its Kentucky demand,
holdings
Spain demand,
frame
is
the
no
coal properties; Stewart Warner. 15.79. Greece
When there
danger, only
Po1.25.
demand,
usually runs her In High.
was planning a house id make the Stromberg Carburetor and Endicott land
demand, .0056.
of the sign shows. But when there is
umlows twice as wide and I Johnson, buying of the Inst named
demand, 3.13. Argentine deBe sure to keep a careful list of your Christmas woulcfent allow a lace curtin in being attributed to expectation of
actual danger, the word "Stop," flashed
Brazil demand, 12.95.
a stock dividend early next month. mand, 38.10.
the place, he sed.
lest
and
their
send
them
back
where
99
gifts
you
origin
Montreal,
I On the other hand Marino prein red letters, means business and will
Wlllyum,
Well
do
know,
you
they came from in the 1923 exchange. That would beleeve youre rite, ma sed.
ferred, which recently cut Its diviNow York Money
have the respectful attention of most be embarrassing.
dend in half, established a new low
The doot.e you do, pop sed.
New York, Dec. 26. Call monev
was
Hews
as compared with
record
at 43
Mrs.
I
do,
Yes,
drivers.
relly
Strong. High and last loan, BVs
three-quarte-

REPORTS REVEAL

$9.50.

3

quarter, to

G9c;

Crii

II

A NEW CROSSING SIGNAL

68

Cc.

Chicago,' Dee. 2t (U. S. Department of Agriculture). Hogs
4S.00O. Market fairly active,
steady to strong, spots higher. Hulk
150 to
averages, $8,505
8.60; top, $8.65 on lighter weights;
hulk desirable packing sows, $7.60
ti'8.00; pigs Klow, around steady;
heavy hogs, $8.45 Si 8.60; medium,
$8. 551 8 60:
light,
$8.508.55;
light light. $8.55.8.65; packing
8.00; packing
sows, smooth, $7.00
sows,
rough. $7.25 7.60; killing
pigs. $S.00M8.25.
Cattle Receipts 22.000. Market
slow, uneven; killing quality plain,
beef steers generally weak to 15c
lower. Largely short fed of value
to sell up to $8.50iJ 9.75; few loads
around $10.00; some held higher,
she stock dragging, spots weak to
lower on better grades beef cows
and heifers; other killing grades
and classes largely steady; stock-er- s
and feeders steady to strong,
better grades reflecting strength.
Sheep Receipts 14,000. Opening
fairiv active; fat lambs strong to
25c higher.
Early top, $15.40 to
packers; some, held higher; desirlambs.
able
clipped
fed
one load
$13.00;
yearling wethers big 25c higher at
$12.60; feeders steady;
feeding Iambs, $14.50; sheep 25c
ewes up
hfgher: choice

:rWi

Maybe the new war that Clemenceau
sees impending is the idea of some profto make the word safe
The people of Albuquerque owe a debt iteers who want
for their present prices.
good
of gratitude to those
If they called out the different movefellows whom we call the Elks, for the'
ments in the modern dance, like they did
part they played in making Christmas in the
the caller
a day of real good cheer to some thou- would be arrested. quadrille,
to
the
lift
sands of people. They helped
The future of Hog Island is still in
shadow of misery and poverty from the
lives of nearly five thousand little, chil- doubt. Its name, history and so on would
to make it an appropriate site for
dren and imparted to them the spirit of appear
a memorial to war profiteers.
to
the
came
Christmas. Children who
Community Christmas Tree with faces
clouded with want and care went away
DUG OUT
EOOT
with joy and gladness in their hearts.
an
Tree
was
The Community Christmas
Comic Song recently won a horse race. That's
inspiration to those who witnessed the
first time that we have heard of a Comic Song
spectacle and the thanks of the communi- 'the
that was worth while.
conin
who
to
those
any way
ty are due
Still, there are some Comic Songs that have
tributed to it.
V

f'i 7

Clili'UKO

VV
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'had a pretty good run, come

white,
Ms

Unchanged.

Haj

WELL DONE

public-spirite-

3
t 9

275-pnu-

The sultan took only $500,000 with
him and those whom he passed on the
road say that he must have used up that
much gasoline already.

2

$1.26 (i (11.28.
Corn No.
No. 2 yellow,

the latter parking

favor

sentiment

WW

LIVESTOCK

Eastern Europe has been in the famine
business long enough to know that there
are more ways than a war to get an

ADVEKT1SEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
advertising matter that It may deem improper, res- American meal.
Calls for society meetings. ciuds of thanks-olutions society and church socials, lectin es. noImprisonment of automobile
tices, calls for church m.etlngn (except Sunday
church programs) are considered as advertising and 25 to 40 years is urged, with
will be charged for at regular advertising rates
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ed
tray
men and printers In the year 1922," very large extent the power and eff2400-JCARIENTEniNC,XAllla3es7-Guaran-tewe
1
and
Phone
County, Mew Mexico.
10 cents per yard, at Rotes f5 to ISO.
with a wish for a "Happy Christ- iciency of your engine.
E. E.
work. Ask my customer..
In tho Matter of tho Estate of iiF.MSTlTCHING,
Madame
Rose
Dressmaking
shop will call for you.
Johnson, 81(1 John, phone 1755-inas and a Prosperous Now Year,"
State hotel, over Irracy's cafeteria.
fieatrico Viola Dry, DeceaaeU.
.
enkalsomln-Ingand was signed by the minister.
PAINTI J, paperhanglng and
When the
.Notice is hereby given that the FLltATINO, accordion, side and box:
All work guaranteed.
f.
George C.
315
North LOSTriobiniTeTi loth
Finder
mall orders. N. Crane.
was. on the seventh
gine is WELL undersigned
Morris.
1410
North
Eighth,
phone
leave Dr. Wilson's office. Room 2.15S-WARMED UP day of December. 1 922. rinlv un. Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814 10.plense
COMMANDER ATW00D
rlriint building.
done promptly tn the
and the Valve is pointed Administrator o the estate HEMsTITCHLNO
for
smnii
and
ituiimng
10a
LOST
Oold
best
wrlut watch with link contracting
per
OF AMERICAN LEGION
price
possible manner, 7D7-seated, the Tappet oi ueatrico viola Dry deceased, by yard. J17
Oold, phone
bracelet; name on back. Finder please Alladobe or flame houses. Estimate free.
Singer
the
Probata
of
court
Bernalillo
be
should
and
free
reasonable.
work
Ml
guaruntci-Snwlne
just
ehlne
C.inpsnv
returntols:'i North sixth. Reward.
SPEAKS AT ARTESIA
Phone !i407-R'to turn around, COUntV. and bnviner nnnimn4 , FOR
bracelet with dia- 1
Rooms: LOST A plain heavy
such Administrator, all persons
WANT you tu Investigate my low prices
with
clearance
a
41?
Cold
between
West
mond,
nnd
to
TI.o Journal.
Special
nn any kind of a building proposition
Having claims against tho estate of KUR KNT office space, or k room. "B" theater, Saturday afternoon. Finder
or spaci between said
Artesia, N. M., Dec. 28. Col. J.
A, R Talmer. Runga- JO?
you have In view.
decedent
leave at 41 S West Gold. Reward.
hereby notified
v,t Oold.
the bottom of the and reauiruri tnarenrnnniit
lo
D. Atwood of KOBwell, state comBuilder. Hnx 41, city, hone 176H-Via funr.
FOR
desk space. InRENT
WILL
snd
who
tho
Office
took
person
Turquoise
Valve
Stem
and
the top of the Tap- to the undersigned in the manner
mander of tho American Legion,
quire 817 West Oold.
ring from tho ladles wash room at
WANTED PositiorT
was In Artesia last, week
ad pet of about the thickness of a piece nnu witnin .no timo prescribed by FOR
KENT Three looms lu State hotel. Klks club return to Mrs. Charles White
ANTED
dressed a large number of ex- - of writing paper. This is the AVER- - law.
104 Xorth Eighth.
and
receive
Housework by ihg day.
FRED DKY.
Central.
'SlHWet
Phone 1(14 5.
service men. Clarence Kepple post, Al.H. HMMnr. sllmirnrl If vqr,
Administrator. FOR RENT Office rooms Korber build- FOCND Paper box in my buggy
;
?-Jnight at Hachechl Dry Goods WANT to do washings. $1.00 per ilvzen.
ing. Korber & Co., auto dept.
Afferent engines. Find out from the Jf?atedJDecerrerJ.192a.
Phone 2S37-containing red table cloth, woman's
Instruction Book you p;ot with your NOTICK OF A DM I ISTHAToIl FOR RENT Storo or offlco space. Hi store
black
comcoat,
In
doll, red saslr, candy. Phone CLEANING
of
state
honor
the
PAfER
meeting
Kast Central, Olldersleeve Electric Co. 2413-JKaHonillilhg. John
In
CarMatter
the
of
JJstate
the
what
EXACT
the
of
clearance
car
mander. His address on the "Prinioonson, pnone R34-ll'OH RUNT
room or office at LOST
olina
Store
Jones,
Deceased,
see
should
and
that
the
Valves
be,
lletween
and
Mountain, POSITION
Morarlty
WANTED
Legion"
11
ciples of the American
South Third. Apply, at 403 West
Notice la linrebv crivpn thnt TTova
Bookkeeping
Ith
package containing man's suit
are kept to that clearance.
was of much Interest,
clerk, 30 years experience In tha east.
I Albers, Administrator of the CentrsI
Odd Fellows receipts In pocket.
ReAddress A, 724 East Central.
Col, Atwood formerly lived In
ward. T. J. Fogle, Albuquerque, N. M.,
When the clearance is correct, estate of Carolina Jones, deceased.
MONEY TO LOAN.
STENOGRAPHER with several years exArtesia, being Captain of Company
321 South Broadway.
nits rued in ttio Probate court of aONKY TO
perience In general office work
C, New Mexico National Guard, at tighten down locking nut FIRMLY. Bernalillo rnnntv.
LOAN First morlsagea oil LOST Between
Mnvin
i,i
Nw
South ltroadway and
Good local referenced.
estate Hvxnalillo county, liooma
position.
the outbreak of the world war. ALWAYS TEST THE CLEAR- final report as such Administrator 11 real
1
Second atreet,
South
brown
leather
211
Phone
and
12.
Stern building.
Tho company was mustered Into ANCE AFTER COMPLETING and tho court has
purse, containing about $5.00 In money CALL HUTCHINSON
appointed
MUNE
for house clounlng
On
LOAN
TO
watches,
federal service and sent abroad. THE ADJUSTMENT.
and valuable papers. Please return to
Thursday, tho eleventh day of Juu-uar- y,
a.nl wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintRune anil everything valuable. 41SH South Second, Apartment 10 and
Atwood advanced rapidly and was
us
Mr.
tho
81
S
ing,
B.
for
l'J2S,
and
South
Flret.
kalaomlnlng,
rew.-vdMarcus,
day
chimney awecplug.
Technical
hearing
receive
soon promoted to the rank of Col- Copyrighted 1923 by the
Odd Joh Man, phone 20S3-objections, U any there be, to the MCNltl TO LOAN ni diamonds, wuuhea
Syndicate
onel, In which rank ho proved nn
'WO M A N COO k w i
of
said
final
approval
4, lo w em.
libe.'al.
and
and
reliable,
good
report
Jewelry;
excellent officer. Since returning
hboyl
on
the Uischut'Ku ci said Administrawork
Ployed, wauta
Cioltlleb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st. Fort SALl'.
ranch
by
to the United Mates he hns made CVT THIS OCT IT 13 WOUIH tor.
Cheup, or trade for HUialler January let. Now cooking for
school
f:TJoo7oO
Wli'
one
T3b'."o6,
HAVK
and
or
business to suit, 16S0, S0S0. 245 pupils. Good cook,
really
his home in Koswell in tho legal
MOXEY
good references,
Witness my hand and the seal
4D40
loan on close in busto
amount
or
dOlo aoree fine farming and addrosa
larger
Children! Cook, Crown Point,
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be of said Probate court this four- iness and residence property, McMillion graslng land In New Mexloo. Fine roll, New- profession and in the interest of
Mexico.
man.
the
Wood. !0ll West Cold.
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2335 teenth
fine water, fine olimate, very few hard
of December, 1922.
READY
Tho following officer's were elect- Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writ- (Beal) day FRKD
FOR UNCLE SAM?
winds.
Near good
Adjoins niountaina
CKOLLOTT.
"FOR RENT Storerooms.
railroad town. Hay, grain, potatoes, corn, I can eliminate your bookkeeping wored by the local post for the next ing your name and address clearly.
Clerk
of
Said
Probate
Court,
ries,
prepare
your Income tax return,
Vt
i l.L, mnaiiHv tu suit tenant
no beets, beans, peas, pumpkins, etc., frown
,
year; Sidney Cox, post comman- You will receive In return a trial
help yon in many other
foot brick bulidlritf, pood condition. An Ideal place for a fine etock ranch and prohahly
der; Ralph Rogers, vlco comman- packro containing Foley's. Honey '
Will
ways.
call If you drop a
nt
gladly
than
value.
Wlnslow
lepa
Walter
opposltst Cant a le shops; reasonable
der; James I'. Bates, adjutant: and Tar Compound for couphs,
As nn assistant to the
line to P. f Hnx 242.
L
terms. Bee ur writ
lleyman, iu9 Smith. Fsrmlngton, NT, M.
Oeo. Williamson, finance officer: colds nnd croup;' Foley Kldi.ey Pills and vice president of thepresident
MinneMATTRESS RENOVA 1 INti
J)r. H. A. Btroup, chaplain; Fred for pains 1n sides and back; rheu- apolis and St. Louis railroad, Miss
FORWENT Ranches.
Cole, historian; Run Muncy, ser- matism,
MATTRKSSES
has
backache, kidney and Emma S. Fedel frequently
remade. fi.M and up. FOR SALE Rabbits and hutches?
o
West Lead.
Ten-aergeant at arms; Homer JDunngan, bladder ailments; and Foley Ca- charge of both financial
i'OIl
KENT
three
Furniture repairing.
ranch;
Awnlnr work.
and op0
acree fruit; year ieuse. Inquire
Ru' cleaning. Phone JOS-past post commander.
thartic Tablets, a wholesome nnd erating departments, in the ab- North
Brvln Bed-dtn- c FOR SALE Two English Shepherd pups.
Blevenlh.
'I'hreo months old. Phone 1M09-Rcompany.
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for sence of these two officers. She 1'OR ItKNT
Ten acres In alfalfa, throe MATTRESS
remade $3.50 up. Furniture FOR SAUK Cheap, two halters, one
Kurope can't understand why constipation,
head- - is the second woman
biliousness,
to attain
neree for garden and pasture. Will
Holstein and one Jersev,
Repaired, Packed Rod Shipped. Awn-lo- g
Uncle Bam wants to mind his own aches and sluggish bowels. So!d a high position for an American bulid.
will be
work.
house for the right party. Jesse
fresh eoon.
Ervin BedRug eleaninj.
J. B, Nlpp btoclt Farm.
business. Toledo Blade.
Adv.
everywhere,
railway system.
Vhotia Sttl.rtl,
Hodges, SH West Gold,
ding Co,, phone 856--

HELP WANTED.
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The Trouble Shooter
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every six
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RENTOffice

rlllZSiJ,?X

t"S ALELivestock.

Klnda of Insurant.
REAL ESTATE.
South Third Street.

All

FOR RENT

MILK; BEST IN TOWN'.

KORJtRNT
RENT

FOR

Room.

Front

4JWeHtMari!llette.

i"D

East

t

ral.

Rooms.

113

lfO Soici Walter.
bedroom,
close in.

Phoney

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

--

D

Former Mayor of Albuquerque.

Lumber Co.

Realtors

Insurance.

Three-Too-

E.

McKinley Land &

j

FOR SALE

$15.00.

about ,1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Gash

I

:;i.i-w- .
adobe ga- or 1021 West Xew York avenue; l'OIi It UN T Fi va'fooiu
every respect.
FOR RE.' T Furnished rooms. L'la South
house, uufur- t'Oit SALE Three rooms
alter. Phone Ifiti7-ninhed. Pturges l'nfe.
rage, lawn and a good Elzu lot, in built fur homes, priced to sell;
modern, furniture, and 1;2 Ford, all for 2,S00.
fine location in Fourth ward. terms. See
FOR
RENT Two rooms,
FJR RENT
house
and
modern
house.
T.irms.
11.40-auer.
1522-Phone
pnone
Priced to sell and if interested In
unfurnished. Phone JCD2-sleeping porch. 510 Cornell.
R SALE
Kox
Tniee-roobun
Radiant
base
burner
stuccu
sale
once.
a bargain see me at
Phono
1'uR
at
UltAYSTONE
RENT
rooms.
-.
Owner,
Zapf,
Sis
'4
West
fur- Gold.
e.a
house,
110x142. on corner; bargain (or quick
'p.jMirtn Thirteenth.
157G-- J
or call at SOI South Edith.
phone 210-Mre. E. Ouldl.
PJlL1.'!: CuM "OH Boiith Wulter.
lOlit West New York
Apply 1000 South Waller,
ar'!';.
ROOF1NO
1 c''1 'l';N1'
Full rl.nt Two rooms furnished tor
'1'1'i'ee rb'"" furnished house
Phono 640 or 1441-1- 1
work.
1S34-roil
Phone
ypTgnnrantced
owner,
suburban
home.
315 Soutll Third.
H5.00 per month. 1307 South Edith.
luBeheeplng.
f"ur if.u.KBy
rooms unj sleeping porch, city FOR SALE 'Two
'
ARTESIA-LAKEW00i'oi: R KM'
FOR RENT
urulshedaleping room,
hdnse, inod'ernT valor, fruit
t"t. No. 1 condition. Hit North
arbor. Post- ots,

Good

Better Grade

A

(Of

OPPORTUNITY

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load

226 W. Gold.

i

Subdivisions

FOR SALE

Phono 158

to

Al-

Phono Hill.

i

12 acres on paved road, for only
$2,100; a real speculation.

I have a rour-roonousa
trade for small farm north of
buquerque.
II. McCLUGHAN

Aa Long As

company

siuaT.rv-iinu-

$500 to Loan

Franklin & Co,, Realtors
Insurance,

Locaaolbeir

,vitll
rnoms)
glassed
sloeplng
versliy Heights. Take your choice, porches, furnished, within four
or
oioc us
postomce,
garage,
steady renter at $70 month; $1,000
$1,500 to Loan
cash.

f0.

1

LIFE OF ARTHUR

house In Fourth
This is one of tlys most
complete, and up to dato houses
in tho city. Has every built-i- n
convenience.

Xpw
ward.

A REAL HOME FOtt SALE
modern adobe, argo
rooms, veranda on front and
side, corner lot, cast front,
located on N. Eleventh
St. This is a real home and
must bo seen to bo appreciated.
The price is right. Call us up
and wo will show It to you.

$500

OWN YOUR OWN HOME
frame in cood condition.
and the balance on' easy monthly garage, trees, east front, gas and
payments will make you tho own- - poal range, on dandy closa In lot;
!nwnt"" 'eaving; $ 3,20 0 ; part terms.
ri- - of
brnnd ,mW reoaere
2
apartments, 2 rooms and 3
in fine location, Lowlands or Unl-

FOR RENT

B

Fire,

A

PAYS CLUIM ON

REALTY CO.

VAN

SPECIAL FOR

MARTIN'S

FOiR SALE

A. FLEISCHER, Eet'Ser

OCCIDENTAL LIFE

ONLY

Phono 411.

Two family house,
fiZQQ
3 rooms, bat!. & plassfd

on each uido,
rented for S0

ERTHSEMIEHTS

CASH

Buys a
shingle bungalow,
close in on South Walter. Another:
$750 cash buys
pressed
brick, modern, close in, South
Edith, balance like rent.
ACKERSON AXO GRIFFITH
120 S.

IP

Page Seven

PHONE 520
guarantee odorlos9

VTe

hs

clean-i- n

ami pressing. J1.25
Call for ana Dullver

Wo

Meyer & Meyer, Tailors
111

jf,--

FOl. Rli.N'i
Furnished o i.nsT".e.jpiiig
porch: no children. 110 South Ouk.
FOR RENT Two large sunny
separate
114 South
I"0""1' unfurnished.
Edith.
FOR RENT Nice, clean aleeplna; and
h"Ufi'u,,,pg ro0ms.j;ii(. North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished outside roTimsi
U:I,J1"' cold water. 821 South Third.
FUR RENT Two bedrooms ulistaTriT
Nuwly furnished, In Fourth ward. 613
West Marquette.
I OR RENT Beautifully furnished room
In modern
home, Mrs. Fred Ifamm.
K :iN o r t
o eon d.
HEATED
rouiusT close tiT
furnished
t'oaaonnlile.
Ulldorsleee Eiectrlo Co.,
7117--

n

,,.

Phone

LOTS,

West Central

LOTS, LOTS!

Within 1 milo from city limits on North Fourth street we
offer 10, 20 or 30 acres of land
for
purposes at
per ncre.
CITY REALTY CO
207

Realtors

Gold.

VT.

rhone

667

Phono
I'OI I RENT

g
Furnished
light
room for Indv only. $10.00 a
month. 4115 South Edith.
EoU RENT Four-roofurnished house,
newly decorated.
Not modern except
lli.'hts. Telephone 1647-FOR RENT Nice room '"adjoining both
fur well man. Private home.
Outside
entrance.
North .Valter.
IMPERIAL,
ROOMS
Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week, fiver Pn.tim.
Theater, sit H West Central.
l'OP REN''' Newly decorated furnished
room and private bath. Private out- sble entrance.
.'106
South Walter.
Foil RI'J.NT' One room and kitchen,
d
for housekeeping, steam heat.
t'l'l West Cntrnl, phone 252.
For RENT Two lara-- Biinnv rooms.
completely furnished for housekeeping.
Moil, in conveniences, tilt; Went Coal.
EI.C.TTi
IIOTEriie7p"ing roome and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
wefkjir month. M2V, West Central.
FOR
one upstairs room cum- I'lotely
furnished
for housekeeping.
Sink and running water. (llfl
West Coal.
LARUE
, WELL
F U ft iN 8 H E f tfonl
room with sleeping por.-h- ,
steam heat,
hath and phone; centrally located. Hill

Went Coal.

Folt RENT

Furnished for light housekeeping, one room and kitchenette.
fron' glassed sleeping porch. 710
Wet Lead.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
Also root
wlttr sleep'ng porch. Gas.
bath, phone. Well people. No children.
4lfl West Oold.
Folt RENT Nice bed room; private entrance; adjoining bathroom; with private family; gentleman employed. 604
Went Marble.
FOR RENT One largo well furnished
housekeeping room, with porch, ground
floo.'. close In.
No sick, no children.
313 West Iron.
Also

FOR"

RUNTTwo

well

furnlslTedhouge-keepln-

g

roomB, with gas and sink in
kitchen, ground floor and porch. Close
In fia It W Iron.

FOR

REN T- - Apartments.

RENT
fourth and
FOR RENT
1S25 South
FOR
RENT
apartment;
FOR RENT
FOR

State Hotel,
Apartments.
Central
Small apartment, SI 6.00.
High, phone 175H-Well
furnished modern
Call 411 West Santa Fe.
Apartment furnished coirT-plel215 North Seventh. Phone 314.
three-rooFOR
RENT
Furnished
apartment, also four room, 1104 North
Serond
HEATED

A REAL BUY
South Highlands, 4 new houses,
on corner lots,
renting for over
All for $1,800;
monthly.
$500 cash; on quick sale.
Can
you beat it?

Realty Sales Company

114 S. St trontl.

Phone

.

66

AUTOMOBILES.
tXPEII I UA Lit A I UR
K. Sheet Met al
FOR

SALE

ford touring
J50.00i

HlNtl."''"CL

l

HEi-A-

JrkT
lid
I.lg'- -t

West

Third.
liulck, $500;
N.

7

Oold.

BUYS

ULICK FOL'R. Worth
Perfect condition. Call 21

$oo.oo.

Columbia.
Foil SALE in :o Hort, l.roerty
Al condition.
Trice $350.00.

motof,
F, M.
Smith, presh; teslan Sanatorium.
It OP. SALE
1
u
21
Ford sedan.
model. In,
good condition. $3:to If taken at once.

IjulrZSjsMmMhJ-Jjon60
75

e

1584. J.

SAVE

to
per cent oiPused
etc.: full stock for over twenty-fiv- e parte.
different cars. Mcintosh Co.. ill West Cop-

per
FOR SALE

Overland Touring Car, A-- I
condition, $175.00. Good Urea and aelf
starter. All complete. 5074 West Central.
THE WORLD OWES YOU A CAR '

Let It be a Hobbs Quality. Ask your
friend how we served him both on
quality and terms.
HOURS MOTOR CO.
You know where.
WE maintain a large stock of

,

used

cars at all times. Our prices are the
We will make a reasonable allowance for any car you wish to trad
In regardless of condition and will arsh
range terms to meet the customer.
5
Auto
West
Company,
Connor, phone r,R2
lowest.

PERS0NAL7
SUTZEN

SANATORIUM
BARBER. Have
car Call 20SU-KR'K If you don't get your Denver Poet.
Phone 973-WANTED
Return railroad ticket, north
or east.
care Journal.
chllo con came and.
ENCHILADAS,
rtamales at 218 $ West Silver, from 10
a. m. till It p. m. every day.
MRS. FRED OILMAN
Hat
Millinery.
made to order. Remodeling a specialty.
Lady Lula Shop, over Woolworttr"!

furnished apartment, clog In, .tore
reasonable.
Glldersleeve Eiectrlo Co.,
7117--

phi-

RENT Furnished
steam heated
apartment.
Albuquerque Hotel, 216V5
North Second.
F(jll RENT Four rooms and bath fur218
nished.
South Sixth. Inquire
Savoy Hotel off ee.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apartment. Also one large aleeping room.
214 North W. Iter.
FOR
RENT
Furnished
apartment,
three roome and private bath.
No
714 North Third.
slek.
Two rooms and sleeping porch furnished, modern, $30. ItiOl East Central,
phone 1142-J- .
Inquire 410 North Sixth.
FOR" iTent Clean,
furnished apartll
em.-.rooms and kitchentwo
ment,
ette. Ground floor. 415 West Lead.
FOlt RENT Two largo rooms and
kitchenette.
for
Nicely furnished
housekeeping, ' Modern conveniences, 61ti
V, est Coal.
LINCOLN"
Two-rooAPARTMENTS
cottage, sleeping porch completely furS12
nished, steam heated apartments.
South Third.
FOR RENT A new sunny apartment
consisting of three rooms and private
hath, furnished for light housekeeping.
401 South Seventh.
If YOUR ROOMS WON'T rent no doubt
your mattress needs renovating. Every one lovee a dean eweet bed. Ervln
Redding Co. phone 8'Jti-WANTED
emTwo or three women
ployed to share home .1th two women ono employed, one not. References
No nick.
Address S. P.,
exchanged.
cure .Tournnl.
FOR

KKOr ESSION AL CARDS.
AND

WII-SO-

niiiivnn

WILSON,
Attorneys,
P.oomt 13, 17 and 19 Cromwell Building.,
Phone 1153-J- .
HHliSK lM4 AMI h( HURONS.
UK. 8. I.. Ul'RTON,
Diseases of the 8tomoeli
fiultt p. Barnett Uulldlng
MAKGAKKT
IK.
CABTWRKillT,
Residence i123 East Central
Phone S71.
UK. b. C. CLARKE,
Kye. Eur Nos and Throat
Barnett Building
rhone ISf
Office Hours
9 to 12 a. m. and 2 to S p. m.

W.

SHERIDAN. M. D.
Practic limited to
UKNITO - I'HINAItT lIMASE9
(vl.

AND DISFASKS OF THE 8 KIN
IVassermaa Lnlmmtor? to Cooaacttofl.
Citizens Unnh Blrtg, I'honr H

F. C. BAKES,

M. D.

Diseases of tbe h'ye Ulasiea Kitted
Office removed to 114 N. Bee
ond st. Ground floor. Phone M2.

DR. W. T. MURPHEY

,

Practice Limited to Tnheretilosls.,
Barnett Building I'hone 8S6.
Honrs- in to 2 a.m.: 3 to 8 p.m.'
-

CHIRUPRACTORST

CMropractlo
FOR'SALE Furniture.
Room 1! N T Ann! to BMg.
FOR SALE Fumed oak buffet. 1031
IAIAU, at AH At, AM L.1.NB,
West New York.
The orange nnlorea eara fSngle, Elei'URNITURB repaired.
Called tor and phant Butte dam and Hot Springe, K.
M.
Meet all trains at Engle. leaf la
delivered. Phone 1073-Hot Springe at 11 SO a. m. and IttO p. am,
BRAflD NEW uncalled for mattress
Oldest
Dam drivers, beat Dam car oa
'
for sale. Phone 89S-the Darn line. We drive our own oara,
I'OU SALE Furniture of a four-roui- ti
Wrtte for reservations at mir expense.
house, half price. Phone 1812-t
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Prop
V
Hot nnriTiae
V
FOR SALE Cook stoves, baby carriage.
tea wagon, sectional bookcase, Morris
chair, rugs, and full line of used furnl-tur- o.
825
Murphy Furniture Company,
South First.

ADOBE STUCCO
Well located in University Heights; has livinff-rootwo bed
t,
rooms, Biassed sleeping porch, bath, breakfast room,
Areola heat, oak floors, front and ack porch, also gato
anxious
Owner
once.
rage.
sell at
baae-men-

iWm. J. Leverett
I'hone 110.
City

Office,

.
University

REALTOR.

313 West Qoltt

Heishls Development

Company.

Pago Eighl

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
arrived Sunday and will return to
Clifton next week.
Charles N'. Patlon was bound
lover yesterday to the grand Jury by
Judge W. W; McClellan on a
charge of embezzlement of $160
from a loeai typewriter exchange.
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Extra Fancy Sauer Kraut, !b. 10o

La Salle Ranch, Bernalillo, N. M.

v

Cactus Butter, pound
Ainsley'a Fruit Salad, No. 1 tins
Ainsley's Fruit Salad, No. 2'- tins
Storage Eggs, very good, dozen
-

59c
26c
49c
49c
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Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work My Long Suit.
Phono 201.

WIRE Cleaners

WILLY-NILL- Y
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Pat, the Plumber

205 South First Street.
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AflDY GUMP
AND

For Satisfaction and Economy.

$9.75 Per Ton
We Are Exclusive Agents.

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
Phone

35.

SPORT REVIEWS

GOLDIVYEI
'

PRICES:
MATINEE Adults, 25c; Children, lOc.
NIGHT (6 to 11), Adults, 35c; Children, 1 Sc.
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